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abstract
The Tan Brook watershed vision and recommendation matrix give
the town of Amherst a road map for making the watershed into a
resilient ecosystem that could sustain life across many scales. The
Master Plan for Amherst Regional high school nested within the
Upper Reach of the Tan Brook Watershed, specifically implements
components of the recommendations so that it becomes a model
for what stream restoration, rain gardens and impervious materials might do to improve water quality, provide social benefit and
restore habitat. The landscape of the high school is a metaphor
for what the Watershed might become, and with its improvements, supports the science curriculum at Amherst Regional high
school.

abstract

Tracing the history of stormwater management, understanding
fundamentals of hydrologic process and researching evolving
technologies of LID provides the context of the current stormwater field. Precedent studies illustrate creative ways designers have
applied that understanding to sites to improve water quality,
provide social benefit and restore habitat.
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introduction
Amherst is a center of learning. Its colleges attract students
from around the globe and its public school system is among the
best in the state. The Tan Brook watershed represents a unique
opportunity for a learning centered community to embrace an
expanded vision for renewed ecological health and community
spirit. Tan Brook runs from its head waters in Wildwood cemetery
past Wildwood elementary school, Amherst junior high, Amherst
Regional High School, and the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. This course (much of it underground or degraded) threads
its way along all stages of education from early to professional
levels. While this resource provides little more than drainage presently, Tan Brook has the potential to be a stream of knowledge.
A deepening understanding of ecological systems and the comprehension that human fate is linked with the health of those ecological systems has inspired new ways of thinking about improving water quality, providing social benefit and creating habitat to
foster watershed health. The measure of watershed health will be
complete when its systems can sustain themselves when exposed
to excess fluxes of water, people, nutrients and toxins. Creating
systems that can be resilient enough to handle those changes will
be critical when climate change and population growth put pressure on ecosystem function.
A goal of this project is to provide the town of Amherst and other
towns like it a vision for what a healthy, resilient watershed
might be like, and a series of recommendations prioritized by
year to arrive at that vision. Part of that goal is to develop a site
specific design at Amherst Regional High School that integrates
components of those recommendations into a landscape that will
demonstrate the beauty and effectiveness of rain gardens, and
the benefits of stream daylighting and restoration.
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Part of that vision integrates my passion for ecological systems
and my deep love of language and art. Revealing processes like
wetland formation and where stormwater goes begins to place
those processes in people’s consciousness. In a sense, it becomes
part of who they are because they understand at a fundamental
level the language and nuance of hydrologic systems process and
can relate it to their lives. Art is another way to engender connection and care for place and the systems and processes within
that place. At its best, art is a language that the artist develops
in response to a situation he encounters. Challenging artists to
express their reactions to the relationships they see in a watershed, or a culvert or a channel begins a dialog that can engage
the community with the ecosystems processes around them. It is
my intention with this project to explore and interweave my love
for ecology, art and language into a design that reflects a sense of
place true the eco-region of Amherst Massachusetts.
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| LITERATURE REVIEW

Amherst in the rain
image: Todd Lynch

History and definition of conventional
stormwater management
Water sustains life. For millennia, engineers in urban areas have
devised ingenious systems and methods for conveying water from
outlying areas to support urban water supply needs (Spirn 1984,
Riley 1998, Delleur 2003, Dreiseitl 2008). Even today, most cities
get their water from elsewhere (Forman 2008). Once that water
arrives in the cities, people use it for drinking or industry. Removing the waste water – sewage, effluent or stormwater (water
that was not piped in) relies on a conveyance method, consisting
of pipes that either lead to rivers and waterbodies, or treatment
plants. Today, ways of handling urban storm water have evolved
from “end of pipe” (also known as conveyance) means that convey
water away from sites as quickly as possible to managing urban
hydrologic systems to better understand complete flow regimes
– in a watershed context (Delleur 2003, Chocat 2001, BMSAA
1999). This shift in practices reveals a deeper understanding of
water dynamics, ecological systems and the human role in those
systems. It also shows that governments are beginning to realize
that fresh water is a finite resource and improper use and treatment affects other users downstream. An approach to projects
where “design is as much about the design of a method and
process of transformation as it is about the design of a specific
place,” (Corner, 2005) defines the depth of this evolution to a
“systems based” approach that is sustainable.
The benefit of well-drained streets and civic spaces is typically
paid for by the “hidden” environmental costs of eroded streams,
flooding and impairment of water quality in downtown stream
watercourses, a condition that is akin to environmental degradation by design (Hough 2004).
The Four Paradigms
Novotny’s four paradigms of water treatment (2007) outline
the history of stormwater management and this “environmental
degradation by design.” While in hindsight, the choices by engineers and water resource planners may appear questionable from
a contemporary perspective, historical and sociological context
clarifies decision making.

literature review

Pompeii surface drainage solution
image: Wikipedia
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The first paradigm used streets and surface water bodies like
streams to carry away storm and waste water. These practices
persisted through the middle ages in parts of Europe. Problems
with this system included public health hazards from contaminated water, smell, and spread of water borne illnesses (Novotny
2007, Delleur 2003).
The second paradigm developed with the engineering of water resources to sustain higher densities of human life. With
higher populations, more drinking water had to be piped in from
elsewhere, and waste water had to be more efficiently conveyed
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away (Novotny 2007, Delleur 2003, Riley 1998). While solving
problems of public drinking water and public health that suffered in the first paradigm, new developments placed pressure on
ground water resources upstream and compromised water quality
downstream where the sewers exited into surface water bodies.
This second paradigm saw the integration of human waste with
stormwater flow creating what is today known as a combined
sewer system (Novotny 2007).
According to Novotny, the third paradigm of stormwater treatment developed at the beginning of the twentieth century when
wastewater and drinking water treatment plants were developed
to treat problems with pathogens. While these plants were innovative in treating pathogens and working to control public
health hazards, they only treated the causes of the problems and
not the actual sources of the problems. It was during this time as
well that increased impervious surfaces and the channelization
or culverting of streams or rivers to avert public health problems
added pressures on already stressed hydrologic systems. Such
practice was effective for treating symptoms of the degraded
water quality problem, but not the systematic issue (Novotny
2007, Riley 1998).

Mill Creek Culvert
image: Philadelphia Free Library Archives

Current practices of storm water management were defined by
the Clean Water Act of 1972 (Novotny 2007, Riley 1998, Delleur
2003). The Clean Water Act recognized that a systematic approach would ensure water quality. “End of pipe control” defines
this fourth paradigm (Novotny 2007, Delleur 2003, Chocat 2001).
While this conventional system is efficient in conveying water
away from sites to either water bodies or large treatment facilities to treat pollutants, “end of pipe” stormwater management can
deplete groundwater, create increased flow volumes and cause
erosion and lower base flows (Riley 1998, EPA 2000).
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End of Tan Brook Overflow Pipe, UMass Amherst
image: Todd Lynch
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The evolution of a car culture in the US exponentially increased
reliance on conveyance to ensure that drivers were free of water
hazards on roads and in parking lots (Young 2006). Young describes how in urban areas, curb cuts and gutters and parking lots
expressed surface water and its contaminants directly into pipe
systems that outflowed into streams, rivers and other waterbodies. The combination of impervious surfaces and disruption to
pre-existing hydrologic flows was disastrous to aquatic ecosystems and overall water quality (Spirn 1984, Ferguson 1998, Riley
1998). Ultimately, growth of urban areas created greater reliance
on conveyance as existing drainage systems like streams became
degraded and water supplies were compromised (Spirn 1984, Riley
1998). In the past, urban drainage could be seen as a great success
as it effectively dealt with the most pressing problems of urban
dwellers, related to public hygiene and flood protection (Delleur,
2003, Chocat et al. 2007, Novotny, 2007).
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Understanding the evolution of the four paradigms in approaching stormwater shows the ingenuity with which engineers solved
problems of ensuring public drinking supplies and overall public
health. While for a time, these solutions were effective, dense
growth of cities put pressure on hydrologic systems that were unable to handle excess waste and stormwater. These excess inputs
directly exited into water bodies without mitigating factors of
infiltration or interception from trees. The fourth paradigm, or
conventional end of pipe treatment, while effective initially in
treating specific problems of pollution within a water shed, fails
because of breakdowns in the entire hydrologic system and overreliance on chemical inputs at treatment facilities. Novotny sees
the present as the fifth paradigm, where sustainability, resilience
and non-equilibrium theory, defined in the next section, are the
framework for hydrologic system design.
The Evolution of Thought: Sustainability,
Resilience & Non-Equilibrium Theory

literature review

Sustainability
Sustainability is an important determining factor in stormwater
management. The definition of a sustainable water system as proposed by ASCE (1998) and UNESCO is: “Sustainable water systems
are designed and managed to fully contribute to the objective
of the society, now and in the future, while maintaining their
ecological, environmental and hydrological integrity.” The word
“sustainable” contains the idea of something that is continuous,
prolonged, steady, and perpetual (Delleur 2003, Marsalek & Chocat
2002). Ensuring that future generations are not affected adversely
for choices made now and that they will be stewards of sustainability principle to maintain, improve and ensure the health of
the landscapes they inhabit (ASLA 2008) is a crucial component
to sustainability.
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Defining an overarching principle like Sustainability proves challenging. Among the first efforts to define sustainability was the
United Nations Rio summit in 1992. Agenda 21, the document
produced at that meeeting, reflects a global understanding that
sustainable development respects the connectedness between of
environmental protection and the development process. Awareness of ecosystem health and development has inspired efforts
like LEED (leadership in energy and environmental design) and
the Sustainable sites initiative. These programs sponsored by the
US green building council and the American Society of Landscape
Architects (ASLA) have helped reduce some of the harmful effects
of development, and created a demand for “green building and
design.” The danger of these programs, that have specific criteria
to meet for certification, is that they may become only check lists
that do not push designers to innovate.

todd lynch
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Because of the popularity of LEED and growing awareness of
environmental challenges in mainstream culture, sustainability is
the yard stick for project success.
Dissecting core elements of sustainability illustrate its fundamentals. Neuman works towards illustrating sustainability by defining
the importance of health and process for urban areas in The
Compact City Fallacy. He outlines five traditions of sustainability,
among them capacity, fitness, resilience, diversity and balance.
Those traditions of sustainability can serve as a framework for
urban sustainability goals. He observes that:
conceiving the urban form as a processual outcome of urbanization opens
the door to a new and dynamic conception of urban planning…form is a
snapshot of process (Neuman 2005).

Nested in this definition of sustainability are the components of
resilience and balance or equilibrium.
The Non-Equilibrium Paradigm
The Non-equilibrium paradigm reflects profound changes in scientific thought and reasoning. It had early expressions in ecology
but has co-evolved with most of the physical and social science
disciplines, and today arguably represents the prevailing view of
the behavior of systems. The Non-equilibrium view recognizes
the process of succession, a dynamic that expresses the constant
change in structure and composition of ecosystems. Unlike
dynamic equilibrium, its predecessor in ecological metaphor,
which viewed systems as perpetually in balance or attempting to
get back in balance, non-equilibrium maintains that systems are
inherently imbalanced through disturbance of flows and energy
inputs. According to Kramer:
In the non-equilibrium paradigm, evolution shapes a plant species
with life history traits so that it uniquely responds to competitors, climatic
factors and the availability of regeneration sites created by disturbances
(Kramer 2007).
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Pickett et. al, in their definition of the non-equilibrium paradigm of ecology illustrate that ecological systems are inherently
open, are in a constant flux with energy inputs, outputs and
disturbances and that humans influence the function of these
systems (Pickett 2004). Steiner equates this consistent flux with
the “chaos theory” from physics. He argues that chaos creates a
certain order, which restores energy to systems that would otherwise be lost (Steiner 2002). In Steiner’s estimation chaos theory
“can enable us to wend our way through nature’s exuberance…
and reinforce and inform ideas about ecology (Steiner 2002).”
Steiner’s interpretation of chaos theory is especially relevant to
the non-equilibrium metaphor, with its meaning and integration of diverse scientific fields. He, Pickett and Kramer begin to
redefine how ecological systems function, and attempt to define
the protean nature of the forces that comprise those systems.
Resilience is a defining component of both the non-equilibrium
metaphor and sustainability.

|
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Resilience
“Resilience in the non-equilibrium sense requires a concern with
linking structure with function or process (Pickett 2004).” Resilience is (arguably) a dominant principle of sustainability and the
non-equilibrium metaphor. It is defined as a system’s ability to
adapt to change. According to Folke:
He (C.S. Holling) introduced resilience as the capacity to persist
within such a domain in the face of change and proposed that ‘‘resilience
determines the persistence of relationships within a system and is a measure
of the ability of these systems to absorb changes of state variables, driving
variables, and parameters, and still persist.”(Folke 2006, c.f. Holling 1973)

The ability to adapt is optimized by both ecological and economic
diversity. Ecological diversity implies a variety of plants, animals and microorganisms to support the ecosystem. A variety of
investment strategies speaks to economic diversity. According to
Walker in Resilience Thinking:
Resilient socio-economic systems have the capacity to change as the world
changes while maintaining their functionality. Resilient systems are more
open to multiple uses while being more forgiving of management mistakes
(Walker 2006).

The dynamic complexity of resilient systems reflects the integration of lessons learned from ecological and human processes.
Walker goes on to emphasize that design solutions using this
model no longer optimize components of a system in isolation
from the rest of the system. Design with resiliency in mind is
especially important when considering the consistent flux of
social and ecological ecosystems and represents a “systems-basedapproach” to solving problems.

literature review

Embracing the non-equilibrium paradigm and designing with resilience in mind seeks to emulate natural process and design with
flux and people. Considering Neumans’ assertion that if form is a
snapshot of process, like a canyon is a snapshot of the hydrologic
process, urban designers and planners can project the outcomes
of processes like hydrology and create dynamic built systems that
have an integrated feedback system with the natural systems
they are part of. Success and progress of these systems can be
measured through indicators of good watershed health such as
a healthy population of trout, which is a predatory, high-order
fish species whose presence indicates the availability of its prey
and the other sustaining organisms, as well as good water quality
and water temperature. Success for hydrologic systems can also
be measured by the absence of built elements such as impervious
surface which creates many problems for the urban hydrologic
cycle: among them, lack of infiltration and many types of pollutants. The overarching principle of sustainability and its supporting
components like non-equilibrium and resiliency have influenced
stormwater management on both policy and practice levels.
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Delleur notes that in the 1970s there was a shift in the drainage
design philosophy because of US initiatives like the EPA’s CSO
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control policy and the Clean Water Act passed in the 1970s as
well as those from abroad, like the Bruntland report that defined
sustainability (Delleur 2003). According to Chocat (2001) the
changes were:
1. The introduction of the sustainable development concept
2. The acceptance of the ecosystem approach to water
resource management
3. The improved understanding of drainage impacts on
receiving waters
4. The acceptance of the need to consider the components of
urban drainage and wastewater systems ~drainage, sewage
treatment plants, and receiving waters in an integrated manner

This change in thought about conveyance, “an out of sight, out
of mind outlook”, came with the realization of the interconnected
nature of ecological and social systems on earth through science
and increased intensities of natural disasters. It was during this
time that there was a severe oil shortage (1970’s) , granted that
was the result of an embargo, and famines caused by drought in
Ethiopia and Somalia had demanded the world’s attention. Coming up with a definition of sustainability and looking at the world
as a series of component, inter-dependent systems represented a
great leap of thought and approach to the challenges of sustaining life on earth. Methods in stormwater management that seek
to emulate pre-development hydrologic processes like infiltration
and storage, reflect the diversity of ways that sustainability, nonequilibrium and resilience thinking has advanced the field. These
methods will be discussed further in the following text.
Realities of stressed ecological systems because of increased population, climate change and compromised resources have forced the
international community to plan long-term to ensure the survival
of the planet. As part of that planning, defining sustainability as
a guiding principle for ecological restoration and future development is a critical step to ensure survival.
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Understanding of ecological systems of all types has helped to
define sustainability. Among the five traditions of sustainability
as described by Neuman are resilience and balance. Balance (as
manifest in the non-equilibrium paradigm) and resilience are
critical components of sustainability. The articulation of these
frameworks for defining system process forms the foundation for
understanding how ecological systems function. That understanding is the foundation for design that is resilient and sustainable.
The following systems are the fundamental elements to hydrological systems, Watersheds, the Hydrologic Cycle and the Water
Balance.

|
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Watersheds
The fundamental spatial unit of hydrology in the landscape is the
watershed. A watershed is the land area drained by a particular
stream or river (Metro 2002, Riley 1998, Spirn 1984,). Watersheds
can be referred to as drainage basins, catchment basins or catch
basins (Young 2006, Steiner 2002, Metro 2002). Its boundaries
are defined by the topography (hills and ridges) that surround it
(Seaman 2006, Metro 2002, Riley 1998) Watersheds can be large
areas and often defy political boundaries making regulation to
keep them clean challenging, because of different levels of protections and use patterns (Riley 1998, Schueler 2005). Subwatersheds
are smaller by definition, and can be much smaller units, within
the larger watersheds where first and second order streams, those
streams with small drainage areas, drain into third and fourth
order streams (Schueler 2005, Metro 2002). Powell, in the settling
of the west advocated for the use of drainage basins as boundaries (Steiner 2002). He understood the importance of settlement
patterns as well as landscape patterns. Steiner states:
(Watersheds) present a rather simple system to understand: a certain amount
of water enters the watershed, a certain amount departs, and in between a
certain amount of life can be sustained…we can learn much about …watersheds by analyzing the water that leaves…Watersheds help us understand
landscapes and regions as parts of the nested hierarchy of nature from cell to
the globe (Steiner 2002).

literature review

Watershed Diagram
image: Metro Portland
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Watersheds, because of these nested hierarchies, represent
ideal units and sub-units to understand ecological systems and
processes. Even when hydrological systems are altered, and
engineered systems are created, these systems can be classified as
sub watersheds. Parking lots, rooftops and streets are examples of
man made sub watershed systems. Flows in and out of these units
can be quantified and changed as in non-engineered subwatershed
units. These pieces work together to create the whole hydrologic
system of a watershed. Ensuring the function and health of each
of these nested, component parts contributes to good overall
water quality. Water quality in turn depends on the hydrologic
cycle, the open system of water exchange between the earth and
atmosphere. Understanding its function, and problems when it is
altered, will help underline the necessity for thinking about water
systems in a series of multiple scales.
Hydrologic Cycle
A landscape, like any other open, dynamic system, absorbs its
inflows, stores them, turns them into resources, and uses them to
maintain itself (Ferguson, 2002 c.f. Ferguson, 1994, 1996). The hydrologic cycle consists of a system of water storage compartments
and the solid, liquid, or gaseous flow of water within and between
the storage points (Brooks, 2003 c.f. Anderson et al. 1976). Components of the hydrologic cycle include precipitation, interception, evapotranspiration, infiltration, flow, and evaporation. In
a pre-development circumstance, this cycle functions according
to an established partitioning/order of flows that experience

todd lynch
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occasional disturbance. With urbanization, those flows can be
more dramatic and potentially more challenging for the system to
recover from (Lazaro 1990, Konrad & Booth 2005, Alberti 2008).
A goal of sustainable/resilient systems-based stormwater treatment is to try and restore the hydrologic cycle so that it has
that flexibility to handle varying intensities of flow, especially
important in the context of climate change. In a pre-development
circumstance, this cycle is self-organizing and maintains itself.
That can mean intercepting precipitation before it reaches the
ground, and then getting the rest into the ground as quickly as
possible. (Metro, 2002, c.f Larice and MacDonald 2007) The best
way of understanding the changes to the hydrologic cycle caused
by urbanization is to examine the water balance equation.
Water Balance
The water balance equation is the encapsulation of the relationship between principal components of the hydrologic cycle. The
equation and components are as follows:
P – ET – Q +- ∆ S +- L = 0;
P – precipitation
ET – evapotranspiration
Q – water yield ( stream flow and groundwater recharge)
∆ S – storage
L – leakage, in or out of the watershed.
Any variation in these components will determine the quantity
and quality of the water that travels through and out of the
watershed. Water yield, soil erosion and water quality are linked.
(Paul & Meyer 2001, Brooks 2003, Barten & de la Creataz 2007)
Increased water yield leads to greater overland flow volumes
altering the rate, volume and timing of stream flow in urbanizing
watersheds. Peak stream flows occur more often and floods are
larger. Greater overland flow volumes increase the risk of erosion,
carrying greater amounts of pollutants and sediment into watersheds (Konrad and Booth 2005).
The components of the water balance equation like Q (water
yield) and P (precipitation) can be measured and quantified over
time to chart the amount of variation on a watershed’s hydraulic
year (Brooks 2003, Barten & de la Creataz 2007). Comparing the
function of Forest and Suburban hydrological systems describes
the principle of compensatory change.
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Hydrologic cycle pre-development
image: soils for salmon
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In a forested condition, the constituent parts of precipitation (P)
are broken out into 50% evapotranspiration (E) 35% surface water
detained/infiltrated and 15% runoff (Q). ΔS in a forested watershed is high, because there has been little disturbance of soils.
The leaf litter layer reduces the impact of raindrops on the soil
composition. Uncompacted soils filled with roots and organism
passageways have a greater capacity for water absorption (Brooks
2003, Barten & de la Creataz 2007).
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Hydrlogic cycle post development, suburban setting
image: soils for salmon

In a Suburban watershed with some forest, but also with 50-60%
impervious cover as buildings and roads, the constituent parts
of precipitation (P) are broken out into 15-30% evapotranspiration (E) 15% surface water detained/infiltrated and 55-75% runoff
(Q). In this scenario, the water storage capacity of the soil is
low, because there has been great disturbance of soils, significant
impervious surface added and major change in plant communities.
The compensatory change in a suburban watershed is that the
lack of the tree and shrub canopy layer, as well as the extensive
impervious surfaces results in higher surface runoff, less infiltration into soils and reduced water storage capacity. These changes
include more runoff, faster runoff, higher peak flows, less infiltration, lower base flows of streams and reduced ecological function.
Urbanization
An Urban watershed or subwatershed is one with more than 10%
total impervious cover (Paul & Meyer 2001, Schueler 2005, Bernhardt & Palmer 2007). According to Bernhardt and Palmer (2007),
the most obvious and immediate consequences (of urbanization)
are an increase in impervious surface area with resultant increased
runoff to receiving streams, higher peak discharges, greater water
export and higher sediment loads during the construction phase
(c.f. Dunne & Leopold, 1978, Doerfer & Urbonas 2005, Allan 2004).
The greatest percentage of stream miles impacted by urbanization comprise dense networks of local streams, creeks, brooks,
runs, kills, and bayous––the first- and second-order streams (Platt
2006), like Tan Brook in Amherst.
Patterns of watershed urbanization are variable and any combination of landscape modifications, road networks, and industries
therefore can represent an urbanized situation. Ultimately, the
sum total of human activity in urban watersheds effects streams
and biota within them (Booth et al. 2004, Allan 2004). These
human actions often simplify existing patterns and processes
to expedite removal of unwanted inputs – like stormwater – to
the detriment of the overall ecological health of stream and river
systems.

literature review

Amherst Regional High School
image: Todd Lynch
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Urbanization of catchments leads to changes of streams along
three axes:
(i) Geomorphic simplification in that habitat heterogeneity and
floodplain connectivity are reduced;
(ii) Diminished societal value in that stream channels become increasingly unattractive and are avoided for recreational purposes;
(iii) Ecological simplification in that stream biodiversity declines
and stream ecosystem functioning is impaired, resulting, for
example, in a reduced capacity of streams to reduce downstream
nutrient losses. (Bernhardt and Palmer 2007)
Urbanization also can increase in dry season stream base flows because of changes in hydrology, leaky water pipes and irrigation of

todd lynch
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lawns and gardens (Alberti 2008, c.f. DeWalle et al. 2000, Konrad
and Booth 2002). While the effects of urbanization and alteration of the hydrologic cycle are significant and collectively are
responsible for a massive degradation of stream and water quality
in most urban environments, there are developments in Watershed planning and Stormwater management that offer innovative
solutions for some of the challenges outlined above.
Watershed Management
Watershed Management is a systems-based approach to improving the hydrology of a watershed and thereby of improving the
overall ecological health/integrity of a watershed. Streams and
rivers connect land that they flow through (Riley 1998, Hough
2006). This connection of biotic and human communities creates a compelling framework for inspiring people to action. The
watershed level is appropriate to begin an examination of how to
improve water quality and is essential to the success of a project.
According to the National Research Council:
“The watershed approach acknowledges linkages between upland and
downstream areas, and between surface and ground water, and reduces the
chances that attempts to solve problems in one realm will cause problems
in others. Watershed management is an integrative way of thinking about
all the various human activities that occur on a given area of land (the
watershed) that have effects on, or are affected by water (Steiner 2002, c.f.
National Research Council 1999)

Watershed Vision
image: Metro Portland
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A knowledge of how the drainage system functions and where the
stressors, like acres of impervious surface and channelized stream
beds, are located will treat the problem at the source rather than
where the problem makes itself apparent (BMSAA 1999, Chocat
2001). A vision for the overall health of the watershed will lead
to greater success and in the long run will lead to less costly
repairs and maintenance than site specific interventions that
are merely curative (Riley 1998, BMSAA 1999, Schueler 2005).
Physical improvements are one element/aspect of how to restore
an area. People also are critical to the survival of a restored
ecosystem. Without the commitment of a group of people, any
efforts to restore stream and drainage systems are often doomed
to failure (Schueler 2005, Allan 2004). In Platt’s opinion, urban
watershed management is increasingly viewed by environmental
policy specialists as a potential laboratory for testing new forms
of public-private collaboration. Complex watershed partnerships
and institutional flexibility are necessary to overcome the inherent balkanization of metropolitan-area watersheds as well as to
include diverse stakeholders and interest groups (Platt 2006).
Watersheds or subwatersheds can provide a relevant and familiar geographical context to which people can relate, and also
represent a manageable scale for management and intervention.
A vision for overall watershed health can provide the structure
necessary to help restore watershed health (Riley 1998, Schueler
2005, Platt 2006). That vision broken down into component parts
includes physical improvements and people.
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Watershed management strategies represent a systems based approach to resolving water quality problems. Working at multiple
scales from large units (watershed) to small units (subwatersheds)
helps to ensure a consistent approach that won’t put restoration
initiatives at cross purposes. While a vision like Powell’s for the
establishment of regions by drainage basins was never realized,
towns and regions are beginning to work together to ensure the
heath of their aquatic ecosystems on multiple scales with an
organized framework. Specific examples of how to improve water
quality and restore hydrologic system function follow.
Sustainable Developments in Stormwater
management
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Infiltration srips with vegetation
image: Metro Portland
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Best Management Practices
A Best Management Practice (BMP) is a structural or non-structural measure employed in stormwater management for stormwater quality and/or quality control (Marsalek 2002, Chocat et al.
2007). These BMPs, as individual measures, form the fundamental
elements in stormwater management strategies like Low Impact
Development (LID). BMPs might include reduction of suspended
solids, removal of heavy metals, and the slowing of channelized
flows. While the design of individual measures is well covered in
the literature, the difficult part is to select the best combination
of measures, which would meet the project objectives (Chocat
et al., 2007). The combination of BMPs builds on the complexity
of existing natural filtration areas to most effectively create a
system of water management that sustains the water balance of
pre-development levels. Fundamental components of structural
BMPs include detention, a low-lying area to temporarily hold water, retention, an area like a pond, designed to hold water indefinitely, infiltration, allowing water to percolate through the soil
to the water table and restoration, which means re-creating as
accurately as possible, the pre-development ecological conditions.
Non-structural BMPs include revegetation, establishing plants to
minimize erosion and provide organic matter, regulation, instituting policy changes to protect or restore hydrologic systems, street
sweeping, to clean oils and metals from streets before they enter
water bodies and pet waste management, to control e-coli and
fecal coliform bacteria (City of Portland 2006).
BMPs provide the framework for water quality improvement. They
are the most current practices that one can employ in a restoration or stormwater management strategy. The array of Best Management Practices that can be used together illustrates a systemsbased approach to stormwater management that attempts mimic
pre-development hydrologic process. Approaches include structural and non-structural designed features like stream restorations,
and bioswales, maintenance like street sweeping and pet waste
management, and policy and education initiatives, all of which
are examined in the following text. It is critical to note that the
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inclusion of community and municipal responsibilities shows that
water quality improvement does not stop with the final design. To
ensure that the newly created system operates as designed, there
must be a group commitment to ensuring its function.

Infiltration
Infiltration is a primary functional component of LID. Infiltration
into soils reduces the volume of water exiting into treatment facilities or water bodies. At the heart of LID is the concept of using
functional soils and landscapes to infiltrate, filter, store, evaporate
and detain runoff as close to the source as possible (King 2003). A
clear illustration of the success and recognition of the role of soil
as a building block for sustainable water systems creation in urban
settings is the creation of a series of BMPs that Washington State
has mandated with their stormwater technical manual. Among the
infiltration benefits soil provides, a healthy soil supports beneficial
soil life that fight pests and disease and supply plant nutrients,
reducing the need for fertilizers and pesticides that may contaminate water ways (WDOE, 2007). The soil life mentioned in the
WDOE citation refers to the soil ecosystem. Fostering that system
is an example of how “natural processes” can be applied to urban
water systems.
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Bioswale, Portland, OR
image: Metro Portland

Rain garden
image: Brooklyn botanical garden
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Low Impact Development
With the UN definition of sustainability outlined previously, Low
Impact Development principles are arguably a sustainable method
for handling storm water and a Best Management Practice. Using
LID principles is a sustainable and resilient method for handling
stormwater. Prince George’s county in Maryland created a strategy
for the heavy volumes of runoff water that were beginning to affect the quality of their waters and the ecosystems that depended
on them (PG County 1999). The Low Impact Development (LID)
guidelines that they developed and implemented use a set of principles to guide the construction of water management systems (to
be listed in the appendix). Among its recommendations are minimizing the area of development to avoid water resources and their
associated buffers, areas of high infiltration potential and natural
drainage pathways (PG County, 1999). Engineered controls such
as swales and bio-retention encourage distributed infiltration and
slow transport (Williams and Wise, 2006). These recommendations
ultimately attempt to maintain pre-development flows after development so that predevelopment hydrology will not be disrupted
but rarely can pre-development hydrologic conditions be restored.
Though LID might be considered by some to be a new movement,
portions of its fundamental principles, like reduction of disturbance of ecological processes and open drainage for overland flows
were implemented at the Woodlands in Texas by Ian McHarg’s firm,
WMRT, in the late 1970’s and previously at Village Homes in Davis,
CA in the early 1970’s. Drainage was designed to preserve natural
patterns by protecting and enhancing natural infiltration areas
and balancing runoff flow rates through impoundments (Young
2006, Chocat et al., 2007).
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Examination of LID techniques indicates that a combination of
BMPs is the best strategy for stormwater management (HollmanDodds et. al. 2003). Application of an infiltration-based stormwater management system should result in a developed watershed
response that is closer to natural conditions. These conditions
include more consistent base flows, less dramatic hydrographs,
and greater amounts of ground water recharge. Examinations of
varying practices of LID, like pervious pavement, show that LID is
effective at preserving the natural hydrologic function of a site,
and retaining pollutants (Dietz 2007). However, these systems
may perform worse than conventional pond systems when
antecedent moisture conditions are above average because their
means of recovery is lessened (Williams and Wise, 2006). Infiltration is also problematic with the potential of creating a higher
ground-water level especially in places where there is an already a
high water table (Goebel et al., 2004).
While there are limitations to Low Impact Development’s functionality in certain places, as in places with high ground water,
those shortfalls can be mitigated through other more site appropriate approaches. Benefits of BMPs and LID are many as they
relate to water quality. These improvements in water quality can
then support ecological systems like aquatic life in streams and
riparian zones, plant communities and larger fauna that depend
on the aquatic life and plant communities. Implicit in the development of these methods for handling drainage challenges, is an
understanding of how systems function. The implementation of a
diverse range of solutions throughout a hydrologic system demonstrates a sustainable agenda supported by resilient design features
that can respond to and recover from non-equilibrium flows.
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People too benefit from healthier ecosystems, and can have richer
experiences outdoors with interaction and observation of wildlife,
plants and ecosystem process that connects them with worlds beyond their own. Reestablishment of ecosystem function not only
provides habitat, but also helps to define a sense of place that
connects people to their landscape. The chance to witness the
emergence of skunk cabbage after a winter or the migration of
spotted salamanders on a cool, rainy April night can help people
identify with their bio-region, and may instill a sense of stewardship to help maintain newly restored ecosystems.
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LID attempts to preserve existing hydrologic patterns on sites
by avoiding wetlands, preserving significant trees and maintaining riparian buffers. Where disturbance is necessary, bioswales,
detention ponds and tree planting work to mimic pre-development infiltration and hydrologic cycles to minimize any disturbance downstream. LID has added benefits of habitat creation
and social value to the people who live in nearby areas. LID has
some short comings though, especially where infiltration is not an
option because of high ground water. Ideally as well, development
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would not be in new areas, but rather in previously developed or
compromised sites, to minimize the loss of existing habitat and
ecosystem process. Stream restoration offers a compelling option
for places in cities or suburbs, where density is high and LID is
not applicable.
Stream Restoration
A promising direction in the understanding of urban water systems is the creation of hydrologic models that can estimate various fluxes to the water budget, these include: evapotranspiration,
infiltration, runoff and soil water drainage through the sewer
network (Rodriguez et al., 2008). Studying the process of urban
hydrology as a system and a means to understand water flows
within that system is a critical step in creating a unified approach
to urban stormwater systems that addresses problems at their
source before those problems like pollution and turbidity become
too great to mitigate downstream. Their study included analysis
of evapotranspiration, subsurface flows, interception and runoff.
Understanding that analysis and applying it to specific sites to
form criteria forms the basis for design decisions in the urban
landscape to develop sustainable, resilient systems.

Stream restoration
image: Bioengineering Group

Urbanization has severely altered the hydrologic patterns that
once sustained streams. BMPs and LID approaches as well as the
hydrologic modeling explored by Rodriguez are promising directions for restoring watershed health and improving water quality.
Restoration of streams is another strategy for reaching the goal
of improved watershed health. In certain urban circumstances,
streams are impacted beyond the possibility of restoration, and
other approaches must be tried (Bernhardt and Palmer 2007).
While those situations exist, in others, restoration of streams can
help improve water quality through bank stabilization, re-establishment of riparian vegetation and the virtue of the stream being
visible to the people that are in the community around it (Spirn
1984, Riley 1998, Hough 2006). Riley goes on to emphasize that:
Stream restoration is the revegetation of stream banks so that
they do not collapse under high-velocity flows but continue to
perform as a component in a dynamic system in which meandering, aggradation and degradation of the stream channel occur
(Riley 1998)
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Riley recognizes streams as dynamic systems that have changing flows and channels. She advocates creating space for meanders and floods so that the system can respond to heavy flows
from storms and so that other ecological systems supported by
improved aquatic conditions and larger riparian areas can develop.
With stream restoration, Palmer et al. argue for a (more) pragmatic approach in which the restoration goal should be to move the
river towards the least degraded and most ecologically dynamic
state possible, given the regional context (Palmer et al. 2005 c.f.
Middleton 1999; Choi 2004; Palmer et al. 2004; Suding, Gross &
Housman 2004)
|
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There is no way that a stream can be restored to its former flow
pattern, given all the changes in land use, climate and hydrologic
cycle. This evolution in approach from a desire to restore landscape to a pre-developed state, to the one advocated for above
reflects the influence of the non-equilibrium metaphor, where
change is the constant and that change is part of the life of the
system. The pragmatic approach that Palmer et al. argue for accepts those changes humans have made, and argues for a set of
five criteria for stream restoration. Among these is the “Guiding
image of Dynamic State” which emphasizes the variable nature of
watersheds where inflows and outflows are constantly in flux. A
product of this guiding image of a dynamic state is a design plan
not oriented around a single goal or endpoint. Another criteria
they recommend is that there be an ecological assessment of the
restoration after the work is done to be able to compare before
and after conditions of the watershed. The data collected would
then be a benefit to others (Palmer et al. 2005).
Stream Restoration Methods
Stream restoration projects as outlined by Scheuler, 2005 and
Riley, 1998 as well as Spirn, 1998 emphasize the conceptualization of the project on the watershed scale. Understanding where
the problems and opportunities for restoration are at the macro
scale ensures a consistent and unified approach to projects at the
subwatershed scale and smaller.

Coir bank stabilization
image: Cobb County Soil and Water Conservation District

In his outline for stream restoration, Scheuler advocates for
restoration work to begin after build out has occurred, since the
stream has had time to adjust to altered flow regimes (Scheuler
2005). Establishing reasonable goals for restoration ensures that
all involved from landscape architects to planners are working
together and have meaningful reference points to assess success
of the project. Examples of these goals can include:
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Community Goals - Improve stream amenities and safety
Physical Goals - Prevent bank erosion and improve channel
stability
Biological Goals - Improve capacity of stream to support aquatic
life (Scheuler 2005)
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From the establishment of these goals, Scheuler outlines steps to
be taken during restoration among these steps include in depth
analysis of watershed flows,
Step 1: Define the core objectives early in the subwatershed
planning process to guide the scope and focus of stream repair
projects
Step 2: Conduct desktop analyses to delineate and prioritize subwatersheds and stream reaches for subsequent field screening
Step 3: Conduct a rapid stream assessment such as the USA to
identify specific impairments in the stream corridor and evaluate
overall reach restoration potential
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Step 4: Develop initial stream repair concept designs for priority
reaches
Step 5: Prioritize potential reach projects based on feasibility,
cost, subwatershed objectives and linkage with upland restoration
practices
Step 6: Collect additional stream reach data and perform modeling analyses for priority projects, where needed, to determine the
causes and mechanisms of impairment and the current stage of
channel evolution needed for final design
Step 7: Develop final designs for stream repair projects, and assess
their construction feasibility in the context of the overall subwatershed plan
Step 8: Construct the projects and conduct maintenance and
monitoring to determine if they actually met their intended
design objective (Scheuler 2005)
Scheuler’s eight steps summarize the design and construction
steps necessary for a successful stream restoration. Implicit
as well is the necessity of having people from the community
involved in the planning and monitoring of the stream afterwards
to ensure the continued health of the project (Scheuler 2005,
Riley 1998, Spirn 1998).
Stream Restoration Options
Stream restoration projects begin after the establishment of the
goals discussed above. Each restoration effort requires a different
suite of options to help improve water quality, restore habitat
and social value at a site with constraints of development (present and future), slopes, vegetation and condition of the stream
channel as well as others. A stream restoration might include
revegetation, creation of meanders, installation of brush piles
and tree revetments, bank stabilization using fascines and the
addition of large woody debris or boulders (Scheuler 2005, Riley
1998). Stream restoration is a visible manifestation of hydrologic
process, and if done well, creates habitat, water quality and social
value.
The most intensive stream restoration efforts include creation of
meanders and daylighting of streams. (Scheuler 2005, Spirn 1998).
Both these steps to restore flow function require determining discharge rates, sheer stresses and proper ways to maintain a stable
stream channel. Daylighting in areas where development has
reached peak levels is ideal because water flow inputs will not be
changed by the addition of more impervious surfaces or changes
in land use (Schueler 2005, Riley 1998).

Volunteers working on the newly daylighted Codornices
Creek in Berkeley, CA
image: Wolfe Mason Associates
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Stream bank stabilization, depending on the site, might require intensive structuring like gabion walls, or a-jacks that are
constructed materials to anchor earthen banks against erosion
(Scheuler 2005). Vegetating constructed bank stabilizers helps
retain soil and to slow water in flood conditions. Vegetation is a
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critical component of any stream restoration. Vegetation ensures
stable stream banks, provides habitat and works to ensure ecosystem function through mediating stream water temperature and
addition of debris to support micro organisms and help reduce
stream channel flow velocity.

A-Jack stabilization
image: carolstream.org

Within the channel itself, there are opportunities to restore
habitat function and water quality through the addition of woody
debris or boulders (Scheuler 2005). Addition of obstructions in
the water creates disturbance, and works to create riffles, pools
and eddys, which serve to aerate water, slow its velocity in places,
and create micro-habitat for invertebrates, insects and amphibians. Presence of these species would provide indication of stream
health and improved eco-system function (Palmer 2005).
Stream restoration to be achieved successfully, must be considered
a nested process. It begins with assessment of overall watershed
conditions, support of the community and clear articulation
of methodology to understand the function of the system as a
whole. With an understanding of these components, opportunities for successful restoration can be identified and then assessed,
designed and restored. Options for restoration can include engineering heavy actions like daylighting, or “softer measures” like
revegetation. Once in place, restored streams can be monitored
through the presence of indicator species for their water quality,
habitat and social values. People’s maintaining the restored stream
is vital in ensuring the success of any restoration effort.
Human Involvement
People are an essential component of ecosystems and process
(Thayer 1994). A strategy that he would advocate for sustainability in cities and metropolitan areas would be the enfranchisement
of people who live in these areas into a system that protects and
enhances ecological processes for their benefit. He illustrates that
education and understanding of their role within a larger process
will help guide people’s choices to sustain the processes that they
are part of. By making hidden processes, like storm water conveyance observable, he advocates that people would have a better
understanding and personal commitment to ensuring that water
is not wasted and is clean before it goes into the watershed. He
writes:
Each concrete action to make a specific landscape more functionally sustainable will involve several outward, symbolic dimensions: reinforcement of
personal values; maintenance of self, place and community, influence on attitudes and behaviors of one’s peer group; and evidence of political feasibility
or economic viability. (Thayer 1994)
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Thayer believes that through the investment of personal capital
like work and faith into these revealed systematic processes people who value stability and stasis would be more likely to embrace
flux and evolutionary dynamics. Indeed, neighborhood efforts like
clean ups, invasive plant removal, replanting, even just leaving
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reaches alone – can improve local (stream and water) biological
health, provide community amenities, and raise public support
for regional enhancement efforts that may offer better hope for
watershed-wide recovery ( Walsh 2005, c.f. Groffman et al., 2003).
Walsh goes on to say that:
Changes in public attitudes and amenity of the neighborhood and its waterways are likely to result in tangible economic benefits, such as increased real
estate values, which in turn, if coupled with educational programs designed
to increase public awareness about the social and ecological advantages, are
likely to increase and reinforce acceptance of LID by management authorities
(Walsh et al. 2005).

Getting people connected to their watersheds helps to connect
them to each other and instills a sense of responsibility to the
place where they live. That sense of place can not only benefit
the health of that person, but also will benefit the health of those
living downstream.

Stream stewards
image: Rotary international

Education
Open Spaces on campuses provide a backdrop for events like
graduations. Recently though, there has been a movement to incorporate learning in to the landscape so that the campus instead
of being a passive “resource”, becomes an active component of
education (Franklin et al. 2003, Hurley and Johnson 2002). Franklin goes on to say that:
The campus must be viewed as not only a pedagogical device for learning
about the environment, but also as a tool for restoring and improving the
environment. The ecological micro-systems of the campus are part of larger
regional and even global ecosystems. For example, restoring the hydrologic
balance within a campus significantly affects the quantity and quality of the
water downstream of its city water reservoirs, trout streams and associated
wildlife habitats (Franklin et al. 2003).
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While Franklin focused her article about college and university
campuses, one could argue that large high schools could have
the same concerns: high densities of students, lots of impervious
surfaces and ample opportunity for integration of learning landscapes. She makes the good point that campuses are inherently
not self-sustaining because of the inputs required to maintain
them. That said though, she argues for investment to be made
into systems that can restore portions of ecosystems to health
and improved function, like hydrology (Franklin 2003). Within
these arguments is an evolution in the thought of “sustainability”
and restoration. The thought appears to realize that systems are
inherently out of balance and that resiliency is the aspiration – to
handle extremes of inputs without complete systematic collapse
(Walker 2006, Pickett et al. 2004). Humans have an integral role
in these fluxes, and education and community outreach can help
ensure the healthy function of resilient ecosystems (Walsh 2005,
Franklin 2003, NEETF 2000).
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As academia makes advances in understanding and defining system dynamics as seen in the non-equilibrium metaphor, resilience
and sustainability, it is critical to disseminate these developments to the general public. One encouraging development is to
view the landscape as an active participant in learning processes,
rather than a passive backdrop. The elevation of landscape to this
action-oriented role implores people to seek a new relationship
with the land they inhabit, one where there is an opportunity to
learn through observation and experiment. This evolution of land
relationships manifests itself in Environmental Education.
Environmental Education
Environmental education can increase reading, math and science
skills, reduce discipline problems and promote a greater enthusiasm among students for learning (Hurley and Johnson 2002,
NEETF 2000).
“Integrated learning,” that is, learning that is inter-disciplinary and problembased, appears to be a significant factor in increasing academic achievement.
For example, data in the 1997 report Science Achievement in Minnesota in
the Middle School Years — Results from IEA’s Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMMS) by Kristin Voelkl and John Mazzeo provides
some evidence that students, such as those in Minnesota, who participate
in integrated science programs fare better academically than those in nonintegrated programs (NEETF 2000) .
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Students at Mt. Tabor Elementary School
image: ASLA
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This movement in environmental education that highlights interdisciplinary learning and problem solving mirrors approaches used
by landscape architects who assemble teams of planners, ecologists and engineers among many others to address complex site
challenges. The integrated learning model also allows for students
to make connections (NEETF 2000) and embrace peripheral vision
in addition to the traditional empirical methods of isolated focus.
In other ways it reflects the same change in approach that moved
landscape industry standards past conveyance and to a systemsbased approach. It is important to also note that environmental
learning not only includes the sciences, but also the arts and
social studies to illustrate connections between people and landscape. These changes in mentality have the capacity to sustain
current efforts to further understand and restore ecosystems to
health.
Part of environmental education too, is experiential learning. In
his week-long seminar on the nature of water, Herbert Drieseitl
talked about the necessity to explore all aspects of water. During
that seminar, students painted with water colors, performed
experiments exploring the nature of water and observed channel
dynamics in a local creek. The seminar was balanced between
class room concepts and experiential earning. “To do justice to
water, we have to go into the water world ourselves, experiment
with it and learn to think in integrated and interdisciplinary ways
about its flow and flexibility (Drieseitl 2005).”
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Studies show that environmental education can improve the
learning experience for students typically challenged by traditional class room settings. Advantages to environmental education include learning how to make inter-disciplinary connections about
material. Making those connections early, can help in any field of
study, not just the sciences, and it has real-world applications, as
many professions now recognize the importance of cross-discipline collaboration. Experimentation provides understanding of
the properties of water and other building blocks of eco-systems.
Observing and using methods to interpret phenomena as done in
the Drieseitl seminar with watercolors, and creek experiments are
engaging ways to deepen understanding of what can be abstract
concepts.
Advances in understanding ecosystem function and the effect
that people have on that function, has inspired new approaches
to landscape systems on campuses. Landscape is no longer viewed
as passive, but a dynamic instructor that can challenge instructors and students with its consistent flux and complexity of
nested relationships. Environmental education and experiential
learning are two manifestations of an attempt to integrate
lessons from the classroom with those of the world outside the
classroom window. The following precedent studies demonstrate
what designers, planners, teachers and ecologists have developed
to explore these developments in pedagogy as well as sustainability, stormwater management and system dynamics.

Water feature
image: Dreiseitl

Precedent Studies
The following precedent studies illustrate some of the theoretical concepts of resilience, and sustainability as well as examples
of LID technology and stream restoration. The three sites are all
within urban areas, with comparable amounts of precipitation as
Amherst, MA. While their watershed areas are larger, and their
urbanized areas greater than that of Tan Brook and Amherst, MA,
looking at these sites is relevant to this study for the ideas and
methods they employ.
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Site: The Sterrett School within the Nine mile run watershed
– Pittsburgh, PA
In 1999, the Studio for Creative Inquiry at Carnegie Mellon University with the Rocky Mountain Institute, created a model for
“restorative redevelopment” of Nine Mile Run in Pittsburgh, PA.
Restorative development characterizes an approach to development that seeks to restore ecological function/process when
developing sites or improving infrastructure. It also advocates the
use of LID technologies as well as a multi-disciplinary approach to
problem solving. Integrating different professionals and citizens
with diverse talents can ensure an innovative and sensitive approach to design. Creating dialog with all stakeholders fosters a
sense of ownership and can secure the success of the project.
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Historically, Nine Mile Run had been plagued by chronic sewer
overflows, degraded stream channels and reduced ecosystem
function. The study sponsored a three day charette that involved
engineers, teachers, ecologists and landscape architects among
many others. Designs from the charette focused on four areas
within the watershed and included the Sterrett School. All of
these designs support the overarching goal of restoring the
watershed’s ecosystems. The authors of the Nine Mile Run Model
for restorative development sought to reach that goal through:
• Restoring the Hydrologic Regime
• Improving the Stream Channel and Floodplain
• Conserving Urban Watershed Habitat
• Monitoring Water Quality and Biology
• Integrating and Acquiring Feedback

Sterrett School Site Plan
image: RMI

All of these actions represent a thorough and thoughtful approach to restoration of the watershed, especially the final two.
Research shows that there are few records of water quality and
biology in urban streams. Monitoring the condition of the stream
before restoration and after will provide a clear data to show the
health of the stream post-restoration. Monitoring also has an
added benefit for education. High school and university level environmental studies students can monitor their local streams and
learn about biology, hydrology and how their actions and those of
their communities affect the ecology of their surroundings.
The Sterrett School is at the upper reach of Fern Hollow, a tributary of Nine Mile Run. At the headwaters of this tributary, it is
important to ensure that there is groundwater infiltration for
recharge, no channelized runoff that might erode or scour the
stream bed and that the water that feeds the stream is clean.
The site plan shows the unified system of features that work to
infiltrate, harvest and clean stormwater. Among these features are
cisterns which harvest rainwater. This harvested rainwater can be
used for irrigation or possibly gray water systems. Importantly,
these cisterns keep untreated roof runoff from entering storm
drains and overwhelming combined sewer systems thus reducing
overflows.
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The cistern design also engages the educational mission of the
school. Making process transparent, the designers invite students and citizens alike to witness and take part in the processes
around them. This investment in learning and to a degree, whimsy is a powerful way to connect people to landscape and process.
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Art is another means to connect people to their landscapes. The
art creek at the Sterrett School shows the path of water from the
imperious building to the pervious infiltration rain gardens. Its
own gradual course – allowing for more infiltration as it moves
through the landscape is an evocative metaphor for the hydrologic process of the entire system. Ultimately, the design called
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for the re-establishment of the stream bed and a closing of the
road that used to run over it. According to the report, with the
pre-development hydrology re-established, basements no longer
flood, and the water from the site sustains the upland reaches of
Fern Hollow.
The diagram shows the conceptualization of the hydrologic
system. A systems-based approach to problems can create
imaginative and efficient solutions like the one above which
enrich and educate those who come into contact with them. The
design at Sterrett School represents the best results where both
human needs and ecological function are united, and the micro
system supports the macro system. This example of a smaller site
supporting the overall goals of the larger watershed shows innovation and creativity as well as understanding of fundamental
ecological processes. It demonstrates the importance of the function of the component parts to ensure the function of the whole
system. Those qualities of nested systems and inter-dependent
processes are inherently sustainable and resilient. The diversity
of infiltration, water capture and stream restoration methods
reflects the complexity of a pre-development hydrological system,
one that maintains itself through out periods of input and outflow flux. This precedent is relates the most to what I envision for
my project – an overall watershed vision, with a supporting pilot
project that demonstrates the goals of the overall vision.
Site: Sidwell Friends Middle School, Washington, D.C.
The Sidwell Friends Middle School in Washington D.C. is in an urbanized setting much like the Amherst High School, with houses
on half-acre lots nearby and several major traffic arteries nearby.
Andropogon Associates helped develop the hydrologic system for
the school that works to harvest, clean and infiltrate stormwater
as well as secondary effluent from the school. Treating effluent
and reusing it for irrigation helps reduce demand on dwindling
water resources in an often drought-stricken region. Treating effluent on site at one of the most prestigious schools in that city
also represents a profound change in thought about water use
and a chance to serve as a model for the children and families at
Sidwell, as well as their surrounding community (Malin 2007).
Green roofs intercept and retain rainwater and filter the runoff
into underground cisterns – the water stored in the cisterns provides water for the science pond and in storm events, overflows
into a “spring” that flows into the pond. (Andropogon)

Sterrett School hydrologic system
image: RMI

Sidwell Friends middle school plan
image: Andropogon
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The section illustrates the hydrologic system that sustains the
design. It mimics pre-development hydrologic patterns with the
infiltration provided by the rain gardens, the evaporation provided by the trees and pond, and the steady hydric flow from the
cistern into the pond that simulates base flow.
These systems have aesthetic value – providing flowers for art
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classes, functional value – reducing CSO burden and sewage treatment cost as well as scientific learning value. These systems were
designed with the intention of supporting the science curricula
at the school. Having a resource like a waste-water treatment
wetland outside the door provides the opportunity for constant
learning through observation and monitoring, and can make
teacher’s jobs easier and effective by having the opportunity for
“field trips” close to the class room.

Section of Sidwell hydrologic system
image: Andropogon

“The place is the process,” notes landscape architect José Alminana of Andropogon of Philadelphia, and the enormous pedagogical value of the sustainability agenda became a driving force in the design process. In addition to
the wetland, the designers introduced more than 80 plant species, all native
to the Chesapeake Bay region. The biodiversity suggests that “the landscape
becomes a new faculty member,” says Alminana. (Malin 2007).

While not connected to any overall watershed improvement
strategy, the Sidwell project demonstrates a commitment to
the school’s Quaker values (Andropogon). These values include
community, stewardship, simplicity and harmony. Each of the
components in this system, like those at the Sterrett School work
to support their overall goals as a school and community. As a
contained system that closes most of the loop for water balance
– with the important exception of getting their water from
on-site, the Sidwell System works demonstrates the possibilities
when a developed understanding of on-site process and ecological
systems meets creativity. While the project does not fit within
any watershed improvement strategy for the DC area, it does its
part by treating storm and even waste water on site. The system
also sends a powerful message to legislators in Washington, some
of whom are parents of students at Sidwell, that creative water
capture and cleaning systems are possible and can provide a helpful learning landscape.
Site: Portland Green Streets Plan & Mt. Tabor Middle School:

literature review

Green Streets Plan
The Portland Green Streets program seeks to promote watershed
health through the creation of a strategy to meet Portland’s
transportation needs in an ecologically responsible way. The plan
focuses primarily on strategies for handling stormwater that
comes off streets, major contributors of thermal and chemical pollution. However in its overall watershed scope, the plan
addresses problems caused by buildings, parking lots and the
conventional conveyance methods for treating stormwater flow.
Its watershed approach is especially relevant to this project and
relates to the other precedent studies with its overall goals and
values. Among the goals articulated in the project are:
• Maintain and restore natural processes
• Conserve, protect and restore habitat quantity and quality
• Improve water quality
• Promote local street connectivity
• Educate the public and monitor environmental benefits through
pilot projects
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These goals are universally accepted as important for improving watershed quality in the precedents and other watershed
restoration projects which include Nine Mile Run, The Bronx River
and the Rouge River. What sets these goals beyond the others encountered is the inclusion of promoting local street connectivity.
Promoting local street connectivity encourages walking and biking, as well as reduces auto traffic on residential streets allowing
the integration of effective and attractive stormwater treatment
facilities (Metro 2002). Local street connectivity also can help the
health of streams, by allowing for the design of riparian-friendly
crossings that can filter pollutants before they affect the health
of the stream.
Metro, the planning agency for the Portland, Oregon regional
area, presents a vision for cities and how these green streets
would look. The considerations they took for traffic volume and
locations are relevant for any place, and especially Amherst.
The vision of the image above highlights a watershed based
approach to reach the goals outlined above. Working at a larger
scale to produce overall goals and outlining how smaller pilot
projects can work to support those goals is a framework this
project seeks to emulate.

Watershed Vision
image; Metro Portland

Among the recommendations for the green streets are the socalled effective and attractive stormwater features on the streets.
Like the one pictured, these features buffer sidewalks from cars,
make the streetscape more attractive and help to infiltrate stormwater.
The section illustrates the composition of these street, sidewalk
and filter strips. Filter strips benefit the health of trees by allowing their root systems to grow in uncompacted soil that allows
water to move through it. Tree “wells” inhibit root growth and
can also stress the tree by collecting too much water from storm
events. The gravel shown in the lower portion of the planter allows for proper infiltration and root growth.
Though not the focus of the Green Streets plan, the effect of
buildings on water quality is noted within the report as problematic. The city of Portland has begun to retrofit a number of
schools to reduce their amounts of stormwater flow entering the
watershed’s streams and rivers to address the role of buildings
and other impervious surfaces in water quality. Such action supports the goals of the Green Streets plan.

Infiltration strips with vegetation
image: Metro Portland
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Mt. Tabor Middle School
Mt. Tabor Middle school is a project that developed on-site methods to treat stormwater. While not specifically attached to the
Metro watershed improvement strategy, the Tabor school project
works to reduce impervious surfaces, reduce amounts of stormwater leaving the site through harvest and infiltration, and provides
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a ready example of some elements of the hydrologic process for
both school and local community members.
From the before photo, one notes the overwhelming amount of
impervious surfaces and the paucity of trees – except for those
at the edges. To reduce the amounts of impervious surfaces and
improve water quality, designer Kevin Perry working for the City
of Portland, Sustainable Stormwater Management Program, created a rain garden, disconnected downspouts from storm sewers
and created a bioswale in the parking lot to intercept parking lot
storm flow.

Mt. Tabor School before raingarden installation
image: Metro Portland

Mt. Tabor School after raingarden installation
image: Metro Portland

The project also succeeds because of its connection to a school.
Students can witness the function of the rain garden and
hydrologic process in site, and be reminded of it everyday. The
rain garden’s presence and proximity to their learning environment makes it part of their everyday experience of landscape.
Seeing these processes allows them to make connections to their
curriculum, as well as to the ecological processes taking place all
the time around them. Having a physical manifestation outside
the class room of these ecological processes illustrates sustainable
principles of design and can help to define concepts like the nonequilibrium metaphor through the witnessing of extreme flows
from storm events, droughts, and the constant change of the
landscape around them.
Conclusion
Methods for handling storm water have evolved in conjunction
with the deeper understanding of site dynamics and ecosystems.
Understanding that the methods for devising water systems
of the past (and still some today) were based on a conveyance
model clarifies historic decisions that dramatically altered site
and regional hydrology patterns, but sustained cities with fresh
water and riddance of water-borne illnesses from waste water
– like cholera. With advances in ecological science that recognize
and incorporate human dynamics into system models, as well as
the development of the non-equilibrium metaphor and resilience
theory that support contemporary definitions of sustainability, a
systems-based approach to environmental challenges evolved to
address component parts in an effort to ensure the health and
well-being of human populations and the ecosystems that sustain
them.

literature review
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The design of the rain garden won an ASLA award in 2007. According to the review of the project on the ASLA website:
Overall, the design of the Mount Tabor Middle School Rain Garden
has met three primary goals: 1) it is low-cost in its design and execution; 2) it benefits the environment and embodies community
livability; and 3) it acts a model for other sustainable stormwater
retrofit projects. (ASLA Website)
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These evolutions in theory were helped along through legislative
process on the federal level with the Clean Water Act and new
NPDES regulations that specifically address NPS pollution and
stormwater management. Phase two of the Clean Water Act also
will push landscape professionals to develop strategies like those
seen in the precedents to keep stormwater on site. This will prove
advantageous in places with prolonged droughts, like Southern
California and the South East US, where infiltration and water
harvesting systems can sustain plantings, and precious drinking
water can be used for that purpose instead of used for watering
lawns.
When devising a strategy for improving water quality, study has
demonstrated that working at different scales enables an entire
systems understanding that informs where problematic areas and
opportunities are. Once that level of understanding is reached, a
suite of Best Management Practices like Low Impact Development,
hydrologic modeling and stream restoration can be applied in target areas where appropriate to improve water quality and restore
some ecological function.
People are a critical component to this nested watershed approach
and their personal investment in the health of the watershed will
shape their actions which are determining factors in overall watershed health. Ways that personal investment in watersheds can
be fostered is through education and outreach from non-profits
and government agencies like the EPA, as well as through education in science and art from elementary through university level
school systems. Environmental education is a promising direction
because of its hands-on approach and direct correlation between
application and classroom. The Sterrett School in Pittsburgh, PA,
Sidwell Friends Middle School in Washington, D.C., and Mt. Tabor
Middle School in Portland, OR all are examples of successful site
level improvements that contribute to overall watershed health.
There are challenges that indicate that LID has its limitations,
especially in those places where infiltration is problematic, as
in the case of high ground water tables. Some solutions to this
include hydrologic modeling to examine the role of evaporation,
evapotranspiration and interception on storm water runoff and
sub surface flows as well as engineered solutions. There are also
limitations to stream restoration, because of property restrictions
and the presence of other infrastructure or cherished elements
of the existing landscape. These challenges though can be met
through thorough understanding of site dynamics and creative
application of the many techniques to help restore water quality
in compromised streams.
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Ultimately, it is unrealistic to assume that pre-development
ecosystem dynamics will ever be “restored.” Pickett and Ferguson made clear that ecosystems are dynamic and are constantly
responding to flux. With a watershed improvement strategy, the
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goal will be to improve water quality and restore some ecosystem
function, while providing a landscape that can be observed and
monitored to help further understanding of the successes and
failures of stream restoration, LID and other BMP practices.

literature review

Stormwater is not a mechanical system. It is an environmental process, joining the atmosphere, the soil, vegetation, land use, and streams and sustaining landscapes. In every landscape the falling of the rain, the shining of the
sun and the blowing of the wind are the beginning of all life.
Bruce Ferguson (Metro 2002)
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| APPLICATION

Methods 						
These methods were adapted from Tom Schuler’s steps for Watershed Improvement Projects (Scheuler 2005), with steps added
that pertain to this master’s project process.

application

Step 1: With the proposal define the core objectives and re
search questions early in the project planning process to
guide the scope and focus of the project, in this case, a
watershed improvement strategy.
Step 2: Choose a site and focus site where there is the possibil
ity to explore solutions to research questions feasibly.
Step 3 Research relevant literature and precedent sites to ad
dress questions, become conversant in latest develop
ments and understand where there are gaps in the
research that might be addressed by the project.
Step 4: Conduct desktop analyses to delineate and prioritize
subwatersheds and stream reaches for subsequent field
assessment.
Step 5: Contact local stake holders to gain their insights, input
and support for the project.
Step 6: Conduct on site assessment of watershed to identify
specific impairments in the stream corridor to evaluate
overall reach restoration potential, as well as to identify
areas where point source measures can be employed.
Step 7: Conduct desktop analyses of watershed and focus site
to understand land use, history, hydrologic process, use
patterns, impervious surface and canopy cover to deter
mine the causes and mechanisms of impairment and the
current stage of channel evolution needed for final
design.
Step 8: Determine water year yields for three watersheds in the
surrounding areas using data from USGS and choose
the one that has the most consistent hydrograph and
the longest period of data collection. (See Appendix A)
Step 9: Develop initial watershed improvement strategy and
concepts for focus site
Step 10: Determine flows for Tan brook based on scaled flow of
the watershed that has the most consistent data, using
the lowest point of it’s driest year, and the peaks of
spring thaw and fall recharge of its mean flow. Apply
these flows to Manning’s equation to determine channel
proportion and roughness coefficients.
Step 11: Develop final designs and BMPs for watershed improve
ment vision, stream repair project, and site design and
assess their feasibility in the context of the overall sub
watershed plan.
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assessment
The Tan brook watershed, nested within the Mill River watershed
is part of the overall Connecticut River watershed. The Mill River
watershed is agrarian in profile, with many farms and some towns
within its basins. The most urbanized basin of the Mill River is
Tan Brook’s. Overall, Tan Brook has a total of 18 basins that drain
into the Mill River. These basins have varying characteristics that
can be classified according to the impervious surfaces, slopes, tree
cover, land use and circulation. Using these components to define
basin typologies, The Tan Brook watershed can be divided into
three sections, upper, middle and lower reaches.
The upper reach - Residential
The upper reach includes the headwaters of the stream, as well
as Wildwood elementary school, Amherst middle school and Amherst Regional High school. These schools have great amounts of
impervious surfaces. Tan Brook has also been significantly altered
by either culverting or channelization in these areas. This area is
characterized by residential neighborhoods, institutional uses and
a forested headwater area.
The middle reach – Urban/Residential
The middle reach of Tan Brook begins below the high school
property and ends at the drainage pipe before the UMass parking
lot. Parking lots, many roofs, and minimal tree cover characterize this portion of the watershed. Historic land uses on the site
of the Carriage Shops across the street from Kendrick Park, auto
repair shops, a dry cleaners, a car dealership and a gas station, in
addition to pollutants on impervious surfaces contribute to severe
water quality problems. The stream daylights on private property,
and then is re-culverted behind the Lincoln Street apartments
before it enters UMass. This section is characterized by residential neighborhoods, high amounts of impervious surface, and an
urbanized downtown.
 The lower reach- Urban/Institutional
The lower reach of Tan Brook flows through the UMass Campus.
There is an overflow pipe that diverts excess stormwater to an
outfall to the side of practice fields near the Mullins Center by
Massachusetts Avenue. The base flow moves through a pipe where
it briefly “daylights” into the campus pond, and then is piped
through more of campus until it exits on the north side of the
Mullins center. The remainder of Tan Brook’s course is a steep
sloped channel that exits into the Mill River. This sub watershed
has an urban profile much like the middle reach does and is characterized by large amounts of impervious surface, lack of trees,
heavy bus and vehicle traffic, great density of people over certain
portions of the year and a complex system of stormwater piping.

Residential Street - Amherst, MA
image: Todd Lynch

Downtown Amherst, MA
image: Todd Lynch
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UMass Campus - Amherst, MA
image: Todd Lynch
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figure 1
Tan Brook Through History
for larger image see inserted pull-out

History of the watershed - figure 1
Tan Brook was known as Wolf Pit Brook until the tanning industry
became established in the 1820s, in the area where Kendrick park
is today. The 1833 map of the town of Amherst clearly illustrates
that the ridges of the town were settled first, and that the valleys, especially Tan Brook’s, were lightly settled with farms or
industries, like tanning that required water or were unappealing
enough to be located away from the rest of the settlement. By
1860, settlement from downtown Amherst grows, and the tanneries are gone, but in their place are homes in the Kendrick park
area. The 1895 map shows that downtown Amherst has a tighter
urban form with blocks of shops that have replaced the stand
alone buildings. UMass appears along the banks of Tan Brook, but
the form of the brook remains intact. The 1917 map illustrates the
first major changes to the stream. The Campus pond at UMass,
and the McClellan street culvert have been created. The building
density of Amherst has also increased, with development extending from downtown to the Kendrick park area. It is important
to note that the upper reach of Tan brook was not developed at
any of these times. The area was probably too wet to sustain any
housing or industry, and not worth the effort to develop while
there were still more attractive parcels available. The 1937 map
shows a similar pattern as the 1912, however, the culverted Tan
Brook begins on the high school side of Triangle Street, to accommodate new businesses at the carriage shops area adjacent to
Kendrick Park. The map from 1972 shows the Tan Brook system as
it is today. It is extensively piped and channelized. There are several newly created ponds, near wildwood cemetery and the high
school. A new channel also has been created to handle overflow of
Tan brook that outflows near Massachusetts Avenue.

application

These maps provide historical evidence of how unsuitable for development the upper reach of Tan brook used to be. Not until the
engineering capability and the need to locate schools in the 1950s
to accommodate a growing population, was the land drained. The
maps also illustrate the paradigms of Novotny and Brown, with
the scale of the projects and engineering solutions that progress
through history, from channelization, to culverting. Patterns of
urbanization also become clear as the maps chart the progression
of Amherst’s density, and how the need to accommodate economic and social growth within the town necessitated engineered solutions for Tan Brook and its supporting ecosystems, like wetlands
and flood plains. While those decisions helped Amherst to become
the attractive place it is today, sacrifice of ecosystem services like
flood storage, filtration, and aesthetics have created persistent
problems for the department of public works, residents and those
species displaced by the destruction of habitat.
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Land Use - figure 2
Land use determines the quality of the surface water flow that
enters a watershed system. The land uses in the watershed are
predominated by single family residential houses, and institutional uses. In Downtown Amherst, there is a concentrated general
business district, as well as areas of green space, which have some
trees and mostly lawn. Of these uses, the general business and institutional land uses have the most detrimental effects on water
quality because of extensive impervious surfaces, high densities
of people and significant piping systems that concentrate flows
and pollutants in Tan Brook. The institutional uses also have
detrimental effects on overall water quality because of large portions of lawn, essentially a monoculture that can become nearly
impervious through compaction. Lawn also requires significant
inputs of energy to maintain its desired character.

figure 2
Land Use - Tan Brook Watershed
for larger image see inserted pull-out

Implications of these land uses include high amounts of pollutants entering the waters of Tan Brook, from lawns, roads and
parking lots. It also means that once all these pollutants are
released at a high volume into the receiving channel, there can
be thermal and chemical spikes those waters that harm aquatic
life and the channel structure. These pollutants are then carried
into the Mill River, compromising its function. Erosion and the
presence of invasive plant species is also a significant symptom of
these land uses. The constantly degraded stream bed creates conditions for opportunists like Japanese Knot weed, Multiflora Rose
and Honeysuckle, all of which are in abundance throughout the
watershed and especially near the confluence with the Mill River.
Drainage Basins and Surface Hydrology - figure 3
The watershed has been significantly altered. Much of Tan Brook
has been culverted and what has not been culverted has been
channelized with the exception of the reach between McClellan
streets and Fearing streets. Tan Brook then enters a culvert behind Lincoln Apartments, where base flow travels to the campus
pond, where it is piped again into the channel behind the Power
Plant where it eventually joins the Mill River.
Tan brook embodies Novotny’s paradigms two through three
– where streams that had been degraded are piped to outfall areas, and are not treated before they reach the end of the pipe, as
outlined in the literature review. The results are low water quality,
little ecological function and social nuisance.

figure 3
Drainage and Surface Hydrology - Tan Brook Watershed
for larger image see inserted pull-out
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Evidence of this social nuisance is manifest with flooded basements on Fearing Street, flooding on North Pleasant Street and
Triangle Street by the carriage shops, eroded stream banks by
Lincoln apartments, and the dismal appearance of the UMass campus pond. These problems are evidence of “flashiness” in Tan Brook
characterized by high volume flows in short amounts of time, pollutants coming from lawns, impervious surfaces and former land
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uses, among which are a dry cleaners, auto repair shops and a gas
station at the carriage shops. Recently, the headwall for the Fearing street culvert was replaced because it was being undermined
by excessive volumes of water and concentrated rates.
Impervious Surfaces and Tree Cover - figure 4
The Tan Brook watershed is over 6o percent impervious surfaces, comprised of parking lots, buildings and roads. Most of
this impervious surface is concentrated in the lower reach of the
watershed, at UMass. The middle reach has a significant amount
as well, with concentrations of buildings and parking lots in the
downtown section of Amherst near Amity Street. The upper reach
has the least amount of impervious surfaces, but those are concentrated adjacent to the Tan Brook Culvert, and are institutional
uses, which means that there are big parking lots, roof areas and
roads.
figure 4
Tree Cover and Impervious Surfaces - Tan Brook Watershed
for larger image see inserted pull-out

Conversely, the amounts of tree cover are greatest in the upper
reach of the watershed, and lowest in the lower reach of the
watershed. The combination of a lack of trees and abundance of
impervious surface means a low storage capacity for the watershed in this region which means that as soon as it rains, it
is channeled and shotgunned out of the pipe into the drainage
channel behind the power plant.
These impervious surfaces throughout the watershed rely on conveyance to get water off the roads and parking lots as quickly as
possible. As a result of the proximity to the culverted Tan Brook,
piped water has little or no filter before entering the flow of the
stream. Groundwater is also low because of the minimal infiltration, which results in shallow base flows that can not sustain
functional ecosystem services. Little available water also stresses
plant populations, making them susceptible to disease.
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figure 5
Vehicle and Pedestrian Circulation - Tan Brook Watershed
for larger image see inserted pull-out
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Vehicle and Pedestrian Circulation - figure 5
The lower and middle reaches of Tan brook have the most intensive vehicle use. Massachusetts Avenue, North Pleasant Street
and Triangle Street sustain truck, bus and passenger vehicle
traffic consistently. Heavy vehicle use in cold winter climates,
like Amherst, relies on salt and sand to make passage safe. These
contaminants, along with particulates from the vehicle bodies,
exhaust and fluids all find their ways into the water, especially
at the points numbered on the transportation map. The numbers
represent places where roads cross or are in close proximity to the
culverted brook. That nearness means that pollutants are directly
going into the stream at those points. It also means that when
the culvert is flowing at full capacity, water can back up, and
cause flooding making vehicle passage dangerous. The upper reach
of Tan Brook has few road crossings, and those that exist, are for
residential streets. It should be noted though, that a weekend
parking facility for the Amherst middle school busses is in the

todd lynch
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parking lot directly above Tan Brook. Keeping the busses in that
location is problematic, because of the potential for any fluid
leaks to go directly into the culverted stream.
Also a significant component to be considered with transportation is the seasonal nature of the college and universities that
contribute large portions of the population in Amherst. In the
growing season, when uptake, interception and evapotranspiration would be at their highest, the students are gone. During this
season, there are fewer cars presumably, and therefore a chance
for some recovery from heavy volumes of pollutants that are characteristic of other parts of the year.
Pedestrians primarily use the main vehicle routes of travel to go
from Amherst High, to downtown Amherst, and to go from downtown Amherst to UMass. Sidewalks are in good repair, but outside
of downtown Amherst, there is little buffer for pedestrians from
the street, which makes walking unpleasant when busses pass by,
or dangerous in the winter with the risk of slipping on ice and
landing in the street. Making sidewalks more attractive and pleasant can increase pedestrian traffic and possibly help reduce the
amount of vehicular traffic in the area, which would benefit the
overall health of the stream and supporting ecosystems.

North Pleasant Street in the rain - Amherst, MA
image: Todd Lynch

Conclusion
All these patterns and processes assessed above characterize the
reaches and basins of Tan Brook. The current site conditions support the assertions and observations from the literature review.
The watershed is fragmented and in poor condition as a result of
Land use, transportation and modifications to the original hydrologic patterns. These results are typical of an urbanized watershed. Consequences of these uses and modifications include more
flooding and pollution, reduced ecological function and habitat
value, reduced social benefit for the people of Amherst and higher
costs for the town to maintain and fix the system.
High School Site
The high school site shares many characteristics of the overall
watershed. Impervious surface covers much of the site. There is
heavy use most of the time, especially in the dormant season of
the plant cycle which means that plant up take of pollutants is
reduced. At this scale, the high school can be a metaphor for the
watershed; the current patterns reveal the similarities.
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Amherst Regional High School - Amherst, MA
image: Todd Lynch
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Site History - figure 6
From the town scale historic maps, there were never any houses
on the high school site. Looking at the contours, one can assert
that it was probably a wetland that might have been used for pasture, given the presence of old barbed wire fencing. The straight
channel for Tan Brook and other small tributaries supports this as
seen in the 1953 map. Note the presence of wetlands, along the
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edges of Tan brook as well as the “filled area” and conduit pipe
at the lower left of the map. The 1955 map shows Tan Brook still
flowing, but significant changes include the construction of the
High school and significant drainage mechanisms to create fields
and eradicate previously existing wetlands. By 1964, Tan Brook
was piped underground, to allow for more athletic field space and
to solve the problem of what by then was most likely a nuisance
that needed containment.

figure 6
Historic Drainage - High School
for larger image see inserted pull-out

figure 7
Drainage Basins and Patterns - High School
for larger image see inserted pull-out

These maps reveal the presence of wetlands and channelization
of Tan brook that suggests the site had agricultural use prior to
the high school being built. The drainage systems put into place
illustrate an encapsulated version of how hydrology was modified
within the larger watershed.
Drainage Basins and Patterns - figure 7
The 1964 map is especially helpful for the diagrams depict the
drainage patterns for the fields and the high school. It also shows
large areas of land that formerly could infiltrate and store water,
being converted to conveyance systems that concentrate surface
water and take it immediately off site. The drainage basins for
the school follow these engineered patterns. There is little surface
flow, because of the extensive piping system, most of which leads
directly into the culverted portion of Tan Brook. The basins to the
north of the High school flow into the channelized portion of Tan
Brook. The pond that is also to the north of the high school collects water from the tributary to the east of Tan Brook, and then
it flows into Tan Brook where Tan Brook daylights. At that head
wall, the culverts are half way filled with sediment accumulation,
as the slope reduces significantly from the reaches above. The
community field to the south of the High school is not as well
drained as the rest of the fields and at times is closed after storm
events.

application

Impervious surfaces drain into pipes that exit into the culverted
portion of Tan Brook, as do the athletic fields to the west of the
high school. Minimal water can infiltrate the site anywhere. The
basins to the north of the high school have dense canopy, which
intercepts precipitation and permits some infiltration but not
much. As a result, the there is little soil recharge. As a result of
the piped system, more flow enters the system at a faster rate
contributing to the flooding, erosion and ecosystem degradation
discussed earlier.
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Tan Brook Culvert at Amherst Regional High School Amherst, MA
image: Todd Lynch

Land Use - figure 8
Most of the High school land use is for active sports. There are
four practice fields and a track that the athletic teams and community members use. Parking and buildings comprise the majority
of the remaining land use. On the periphery, there is Tan Brook
and a small forested area that the environmental sciences classes
use as an experimental forest, where they have mapped soils,

todd lynch
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tagged trees and studied invasive plant species. There are few
areas for outside gathering, with the exception of the entrance.
The patterns of use for the school indicate that the landscape
has been maximized for athletic field use and parking. The High
School building has been recently renovated, and has the possibility for expansion without extending beyond its current footprint.
Tan brook and the pond are disconnected from the landscape
of the high school by barriers of invasive vegetation and high
fences. Because of the brook, and the swampy conditions, the
land north of the High school has remained forested and with
stringent wetland regulations, out of bounds for further athletic
field creation. The neglected edges, where the landscape has been
pushed to accommodate the minimally sloped fields, need definition to articulate the spaces contained within.

figure 8
Land Use - High School
for larger image see inserted pull-out

Circulation Patterns - figure 9
The heaviest traffic nearest the site is on Triangle Street. Motorists use the High School access road to cut through to the middle
school or to Chestnut Street. At the entrance to the high school,
the road is one way only and two lanes wide to make arrivals
and departures safe and convenient. The road leading from the
high school to Triangle Street is also one way, making it safer for
pedestrians.
Pedestrians use sidewalks adjacent to the main vehicular routes
primarily. A few informal paths lead from points at the edges of
the High school land, to downtown and the surrounding neighborhoods. There is nothing to indicate the entrance or gateway of
the high school to the surround area, except the acres of field and
parking lot that surround the building. The pathways from the
building to the athletic fields also lack definition and one crosses
a parking lot to access the stairs that lead to the track, creating a
safety hazard for both drivers and pedestrians.
There is also no way to access the experimental forest directly
from the science department. One must travel to the headwall
of Tan Brook and cross there to access the forest plots. Once in
the forest, a path winds its way through muddy spots and over
exposed roots.

figure 9
Circulation Patterns - High School
for larger image see inserted pull-out

There are three parking lots on site. Faculty, staff, visitors, juniors
and seniors are able to use the main lot, and it is often full. The
two other lots serve the athletic fields and the eastern entrance
to the High school. To maximize space, the parking lots have
nearly no vegetation except for the stunted pin oaks that barely
frame the entrance of the school. These lots are the first thing
that anyone entering the grounds of the high school encounters,
and are visually unwelcoming.
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Parking Lot, Amherst Regional High School - Amherst, MA
image: Todd Lynch
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Vehicular circulation of the site functions well, accounting
for flows and safety concerns. Overall pedestrian circulation is
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adequate, but would benefit from clearer definition of pedestrian
routes as well as more legible edge conditions. Use of the experimental forest by the science department is compromised by lack
of access and variable conditions of pathways in the forest itself.
Creating safe, legible pathways from building to immediate landscape and then beyond will help to connect the high school to
its surroundings. Doing so will help it clearly establish its context
within the town as a place of learning and growth.

figure 10
Impervious Surfaces and Tree Cover - High School
for larger image see inserted pull-out

Impervious surfaces and Tree Cover - figure 10
The site is largely impervious with extensive parking lot, building and road surfaces. The Building roofs are flat and all of them
drain into a single pipe that outflows into the Tan Brook culvert.
The athletic fields are grass, but the extensive drainage networks
in addition to the compaction and baking of the soil makes them
effectively impervious, because any water that can infiltrate these
areas is immediately conveyed into the drainage system and away
from the site. The irony that results is a former wetland site needing to be watered to sustain the monoculture of plant life (the
fields) that currently exists there.
There are few trees near the High school building, and these are
primarily decorative. With no significant canopy cover to intercept precipitation, or to produce enough shade to lower building
temperatures in the summer months. Primary species include
Norway maple, Bradford Pear, and Pin Oak. At the edges of the
property, along the edge of Tan Brook and in the forest beyond,
there are a few substantial Cottonwoods. Further examination of
existing vegetation composition follows this section.
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The profusion of impervious surfaces, the proximity to Tan
Brook and the lack of trees in those places creates water quality
problems downstream. The extensive parking lots not only create
problems for water quality because of accumulation of oils, metals
and other contaminants on their surfaces that ultimately exit
into Tan Brook, but they also are not visually appealing to visitors
arriving for the first time at the high school by car.
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figure 11
Existing Vegetation - High School
for larger image see inserted pull-out

Existing Vegetation - figure 11
Trees and understory at the high school frame the building and
screen dumpsters (see photos 5& 6 on Figure), little thought
appears to have been given to anywhere else in the landscape,
except to maintain the excessive grass monoculture. Trees and
vegetation around the high school are for the most part, decorative specimens that have little habitat value. Among these trees
are Zelkova, Bradford Pear, Norway Maple and the lone native, Pin
Oak. It should be noted that the Eastern side of the high school
near the cafeteria entrance, the landscape has had some thoughtful treatment with the addition of inkberry, a native shrub that
has some habitat value with its fruit. What trees there are, appear
to be stressed or in bad condition. The lack of ground water, ap-
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propriate planting technique and location could explain their ill
health. As previously outlined in the impervious surface and tree
canopy section, the lack of canopy cover around the high school
building is problematic from a stormwater perspective because of
the missed opportunities for interception. It is also problematic
from a heating and cooling perspective because deciduous trees
can help to cool buildings, especially brick ones like Amherst
Regional High School, in the summer by providing shade. Trees
can also help to give people an understanding of their geographic
place. Native trees help to define sense of place and local context.
Lack of management and invasive plant species compromise the
habitat value of the forest and riparian edge along Tan Brook and
the existing, fenced off pond (photo 1 on figure 11) . There are
three significant Cottonwood trees as marked on figure 11, and
one of which is pictured (photo 2 on figure 11). The riparian edge
is largely young red maple, buckthorn, Multiflora rose and oriental
bittersweet (photos 3 & 4 on figure 11). The profusion of invasive
species is problematic because of the creation of monocultures
that reduce species diversity across scales in flora and fauna.
This area is primarily used by the Environmental Sciences classes
as their experimental forest. Students collect data on soils, test
plots and plant species for labs and to support their class room
curricula.

Pin oak planting, Amherst Regional High School Amherst, MA
image: Todd Lynch

Vegetation on site in proximity to the high school building, with
few exceptions is out of context with the local ecological region.
Little thought appears to have been given to location of trees and
shrubs besides framing and screening buildings and undesirable
views. Landscape budgets are tight, especially in difficult economic times, but that’s where a thought shift must occur. Trees
and vegetation are not “Landscaping” they are part of the cooling
system for the building, they intercept and slow stormwater and
most importantly they humanize the landscape and begin to help
people make connections between what they learn in the building
to the real world just outside.
Conclusion
The processes functioning at the High school mirror those of the
entire watershed, but in smaller scale. End of pipe methods of
drainage deprive soils and Tan Brook of needed infiltration and
base flow. Isolation of use and ambiguous pathways discourage
passive recreation and gathering anywhere on the grounds. The
profusion of impervious surfaces and a paucity of trees contribute
to poor water quality and makes for an inhospitable landscape out
of its ecological context. These failures provide critical understanding of the processes in place on site, and will help to guide
design.
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Parking Lot, Amherst Regional High School - Amherst,
MA
image: Todd Lynch
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Design Recommendations
Concept:
The overarching concept that provided the framework for the
design decisions to follow is the Watershed gradient concept, pictured to the left. It contains generalized patterns of reach typologies that correspond to the reaches of the Tan Brook Watershed.
The Upper Reach – Residential/Institutional
In this section of the watershed where the head waters are, there
are steep slopes, large acre residential lots because of the steepness of the slopes, good ecosystem function, and for the plant
communities, red maple or tamarack swamps. These conditions
can support amphibians like spotted salamanders that rely on
undisturbed vernal pools to breed in during the early spring.

Watershed Gradient Concept
image: Todd Lynch
for larger image see appendix

The Middle Reach – Urban/Residential
The middle reach of the concept model has more of a developed
landscape than that of the headwaters. Development is often
denser here, there is lower ecosystem functionality, impervious surfaces are more prevalent and hydrology begins to be
altered more significantly to fit human built environment needs.
Emergent wetlands are often found in these middle reaches and
support herbaceous plant life and wading birds like the Great Blue
Heron.

application

 The Lower Reach- Urban/Institutional
The lower reach of the concept model is where the densest development patterns are centered because of proximity to rivers and
oceans that were the earliest means of transportation, and the
easiest lands to build on because of their shallow slopes. In this
reach impervious surface dominates, which is especially problematic for ecosystems downstream. Hydrology in the lower reach
portion is heavily engineered to control floods, (levees, channels,
and culverts) and public health problems as discussed in the literature review under Novotny’s paradigms. Plant communities in
this section are typically hardy flood plain varieties that comprise
a majority of the plant selections for cities, Platanus (x acerfolia)
Pin oak, and Hackberry, it should also be noted that Red Maples
are also a popular choice in cities. This portion of the reach can
support species like River Otter in healthy conditions and with
minimal human contact.
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These conceptualizations of the watershed gradient work together and show the continuum of flows and patterns through a
typical watershed system. These patterns can be small to large, as
in channel dimension, amount of area being drained, or intensity
of development patterns as one progresses through the watershed
from the headwaters to the confluence. The patterns also might
be from high to low, as in the case of higher ecosystem function
as determined by water quality and diversity of species sup-
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ported moving to lower ecosystem function, or change in slope
percentage. Understanding these flows and patterns provides a
lens through which to examine pattern and process on specific
watersheds and reaches within those watersheds. Conceptualizing
the watershed as a done in the gradient model creates design
opportunities that can inspire, educate and be lower in cost to
maintain than highly engineered end of pipe solutions. The following design recommendations are rooted in the watershed gradient model and work to change patterns of impervious surfaces,
low ecosystem function and end of pipe treatment that prevail
throughout many watersheds today.
Vision for Tan Brook Watershed - figure 12
The Tan Brook watershed becomes a resilient ecosystem that
sustains ecological, economic and social systems and serves as a
model for other communities.
Water quality improvement, social benefit and habitat restoration
are the objectives that support the vision. These objectives can be
realized through a physical actions, policy actions and educational/research actions, these actions in the matrix are represented
in different colors for ease of differentiation. These actions are
prioritized by time frame according to importance and position
in the overall process of the improvement recommendations. The
matrix is keyed to the Tan Brook Watershed Vision Map using the
same numeric system that the map uses to show an image of that
action and its location within the watershed and surrounding
area. For example, Stream Restoration in the matrix has a 6 after
it, and the Vision Map has corresponding image and location on
the map linked by the number 6. For larger image of the matrix
see appendix.

figure 12
Watershed Vision - Tan Brook
for larger image see inserted pull-out

The vision map shows examples of actions from the recommendations matrix that work together to achieve the objectives of
the project. The ones illustrated in the diagram are site specific
physical actions like stream cleanups, and siting of Vortechs filters
and art installations. The actions illustrated support Water Quality
Improvement, Social Benefit and Habitat restoration objectives.
The Vision Map represents the Tan Brook twenty years from now,
when all the recommendations have been implemented and the
objectives have been met.
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Site-specific art installations relating to watersheds
image: Todd Lynch
application

A unique opportunity exists at the high school to incorporate
many of the recommendations from the overall watershed vision; among them are the stream and riparian buffer restoration,
creation of rain gardens, bioswales, reducing impervious surfaces
and connecting people to their watershed through education
and experiential learning. The High school site is a metaphor for
the entire watershed with its high fluxes of people, stormwater,
impervious surfaces and compromised ecosystems. As a regional
high school, students can share their experiences in their own
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communities and spread the word about ecosystem process and
resilient water systems. The high school’s location within walking
distance from Downtown Amherst make it a highly visible site
for the latest stormwater and restoration efforts, and could even
draw eco-tourists like those that visit the Arcata marsh in California to see the biofiltration marshes there. Initiating the project at
the High School can inspire action to improve the rest of the watershed, provide learning opportunities for community members
and students as well as data to further research understanding of
wetland and stream restoration. What follows are the vision and
design recommendations for the high school.
High School Site Vision - figure 13
The Landscape of Amherst Regional High School creates a resilient hydrologic system that is self sustaining and supports the
curriculum of the high school through design of the Tan Brook
stream restoration and surrounding landscape.

figure 13
Master Plan - High School
for larger image see inserted pull-out

application

Joe Wright Brook, Williamsburg, MA
image: Todd Lynch
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Daylighting Tan Brook and restoring a meander to its previously
channelized form is the basis of the restoring ecosystem function and habitat to the reach of Tan Brook that flows through
the High School. Bioswales, cisterns, rills, use of pervious paving
materials and tree planting diversify the ways that water moves
through the site to mimic pre-development hydrologic patterns
and reduce the burden on downstream sites that suffered erosion,
temperature spikes and turbulence caused by storm “flashiness.”
Clearer circulation patterns allow students and community members to use more of the site actively and passively than currently
takes place – with the profusion of athletic fields and non-existent pathway system. A boardwalk in the Experimental Forest to
the north of the stream restoration would allow access – especially when the area is wet, to support the environmental science
curriculum. The proposed pathways would connect to each other
and to systems beyond the high school to form a cohesive pedestrian network for Amherst and the watershed, which could help
local businesses with increased foot traffic and possibly decrease
the amount of vehicle traffic. The Vegetation strategy removes
the invasive plant species from the site and uses native plantings
to support habitat, provide learning typologies for the environmental science program and to help define the sense of place at
the high school. The vegetation strategy also retains as much of
the native, existing plant life to reduce the effects of erosion and
sedimentation downstream.
Hydrologic Systems - figure 14
The existing hydrological strategy at Amherst Regional High
School and the watershed as well concentrates stormwater into
pipes that exit directly into Tan Brook. The proposed system
creates opportunities for infiltration, interception and storage in
ways that pre-development hydrological processes handle flux in
water volumes.
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The diagram of stream types and cross sections (stream types.
jpg) from Riley’s Restoring streams in Cities (Riley 1998) provides
reference support for the design intention. In particular, Stream
Type E in the diagram has a similar characteristic to the proposed
channel.
The twists depicted are based on the low-flow channel design discharge rate. The design discharge determined for low-flow is for
.5 cfs. The channel configuration of a 1 foot bottom, 1.5 foot top
and .5 foot height can theoretically handle a discharge volume of
1.1 cfs. With the channel dimensions as such, and the lack of significant slope and the significantly wider middle channel as seen
in the contours of the channel in the old vs. new channel map,
the design intent for the sinuous portion where the emergent
wetland would be is to flood in times of high flows, to illustrate
fluctuations in water volumes during different periods of the
year and storm situations for the high school science students.
In times of high flow, vegetation and debris in the upper portion
of the designed channel will work to slow and cool waters before
they reach the culvert. At three intervals of the proposed stream
restoration, there are wide areas of the channel, that will allow
for sediment to settle, provide some water storage during times
of high flow volume and are meant to represent three wetland
plant community typologies that are prevalent in the Tan Brook
Watershed.
The first wetland typology along the stream is a Red Maple
wetland, the planting of trees, and the presence of herbaceous
material like helps to slow and settle sediments coming from the
culverted Tan Brook. As the stream moves along, another area
where the channel expands is into an area that is an emergent
wetland typology with more herbaceous plant material and
dense root systems that can uptake nutrients and some metals,
before the stream moves on and ultimately reaches the flood
plain wetland typology. This area is intended to blunt the force of
the remaining water velocity that comes during periods of high
flow, before the stream gets culverted beneath the athletic fields.
Restoring the stream and creating ways for people to connect
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figure 14
Water Systems - High School
for larger image see inserted pull-out

figure 15
Stream Restoration Disturbance - High School
for larger image see inserted pull-out

application

Daylighting Tan Brook above its existing headwall and creating meanders with channels that can handle dry, ordinary and
high flows mimics the flow scenarios seen in pre-development
hydrologic patterns. A comparison of the existing and proposed
steam channels is represented by figure 15. The design intentions
for the sinuous portions of the proposed channel are based on
personal observation of Joe Wright Brook, see image on opposite
page, a stream that moves through a relatively flat area like Tan
Brook in the High School reach. Observation of Joe Wright Brook
for several years in the recharge/melt seasons and in the growing
season, inspired for the most sinuous portion of the restoration.

Stream Channel sections and typologies
image: Riley (1998)
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to it reveals processes, inspires learning and creative expression
and creates habitat. It also creates economic benefits for Amherst with reduced maintenance costs for culverts and headwall
replacements, reduced property damage from flooding and eco
tourism by people interested in restoration.
In particular, the stream restoration landscape provides opportunities to learn about stream velocity, pool and riffle dynamic,
slopes and their effect on sediment carrying, storm hydrographs
as well as channel dynamics. There is also the opportunity to understand carrying capacity for channels using Manning’s equation
as well as how to gather data from the field through measurement and observation of stream phenomena and how to gather
data from on-line sources of climate data like the United States
Geological Service.
The new hydrologic systems nearest the High School divide the
concentrated flow from the high School building into two sub
watersheds. One of these subwatersheds feeds an outflow pipe on
the north side of the High school that joins the daylighted Tan
Brook. The other sub watershed that feeds the flow garden is diverted into a cistern on the western side of the high school near
the early childhood learning center. This cistern is part of a learning system that illustrates water harvesting, channel dynamics
and some of the elemental properties of water. In times of heavy
rainfall, an overflow pipe outputs into a rain garden system away
from the main play area of the childhood learning center.
The Flow garden, inspired by the design of Herbert Dreiseitl, reveals the elemental qualities of water and flow dynamics through
direct experience and interaction with water. From the cistern
are taps (controlled by keys given to teachers associated with
Amherst Regional high School) positioned above three different
inclined planes at varying degrees of steepness. Watching how
the water might flow down these inclined planes demonstrates
how water flows down slopes of different degrees and the channel that catches this flow has a series of obstructions to create
different patterns of flow within it. At the end of the channel
there is a movable dam (see image) that allows for varying degrees of aperture to allow water to flow through and into a rain
garden. This rain garden connects to others “downstream” that
help to infiltrate overflows in heavy storm conditions.

application

Flow Garden
image: Todd Lynch
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These systems in the flow garden landscape reveal hydrologic
processes and allow for students to observe and experiment with
water. The experiential learning process complements curricula
learned in class and provides the chance for a multi-dimensional
learning experience. Elements of the system, like the rain gardens
pervious paving materials and the cisterns can serve as examples
of these technologies that can be used through out the watershed
that support the objectives outlined earlier – where water quality
improves, there is increased social benefit and habitat is created
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or enhanced.
The combination of Stream restoration, daylighting and components in the flow garden create a system that is capable of managing fluxes in flows that in the past have contributed to poor
water quality downstream. This resilient system uses cisterns,
vegetation, restored channel dynamics, and rain gardens among
other strategies to create a diversity of methods to reduce the
intensity and velocity of flow volumes in storm situations. These
systems help support learning curricula at the high school, give
people a sense of place and help to restore ecosystem function
and habitat.
Circulation Systems - figure 16
The proposed circulation system provides a clear system for pedestrians and vehicles to move through the site at varying scales of
speed and numbers. It links active, passive and learning uses as a
comprehensive network. Following the paths of the proposed system, the traveler might experience a lacrosse game, an emergent
wetland, a reflective gathering place or a vehicle corridor that can
be cordoned off for street parties and gathering at lunch.
Roads into and out of the site, as well as parking lots would consist of pervious surfaces to promote infiltration and reduce the
amount of stormwater traveling across road surfaces and into the
bioswales and curb cuts that would work to filter the storm flow.
The differentiation in paving materials would serve as a visual cue
to drivers that this is a school zone, and that they should reduce
their speeds. Cordoning of the access road to the east of the high
school at lunch time and on weekends for street parties or pedestrian use would create a pedestrian friendly environment and
reduce the amount of traffic that might use that road as a cut
through. Reduced automobile traffic would have positive benefits
for pedestrians and stream ecosystem health.

figure 16
Circulation Systems - High School
for larger image see inserted pull-out

Parking on site would be reduced by thirty spaces – through the
elimination of the lot on the west side of the high school overlooking the athletic fields. Those spaces could be accounted for by
reducing the parking privileges for juniors and seniors at the high
school. Eliminating that parking lot has benefits of reducing impervious surfaces as well as the benefit of creating a safe corridor
for athletes to move from the locker rooms to the athletic fields.
The main path would be wide enough to accommodate groups
of athletes and offers a place for them to watch their peers at
track meets in an informal seating area built into the hillside. This
seating area could also serve as an outdoor class room for small
classes.
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Poetry Walk
image: Todd Lynch
application

A feature of the Circulation system is the Poetry Walk. Off of the
main path to the fields, English classes can study meter through
experiencing iambic pentameter spatially. Inspired by the stresses
in each line of Robert Frost’s a Brook in the City ( see appendix),
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path of five foot by five foot Goshen stone moves through the
rain garden spaces that are defined by red maple, silky dogwood,
speckled alder, elderberry, joe pye weed, ostrich fern, and other
herbaceous plants. The poem has special significance to the Tan
Brook watershed because it describes a stream that becomes culverted and the resulting effects of that action. Traveling from the
high school towards the restored stream, one arrives at a prospect
where they can see the stream restoration and the point at which
Tan brook disappears into a culvert on site.
The boardwalk that runs along the Tan brook stream restoration allows students from the high school and even UMass and
Amherst College to experience the stream in both dry and wet
periods and experience non equilibrium flux dynamics like variation in stream volumes during storm times - seeing the ecological
theory they read about in their classes on ecology, urbanism and
planning. While the board walk might create disturbance, stream
restoration in this portion of the reach is intended for learning
purposes. With the constant flows of students for classes and
probable fluxes of students and community members for nonschool sponsored extra-curricular activities, the hope of having
a pristine restoration is not realistic. What the board walk does
provide is access – and connection to the restored hydrological
and ecological function of the stream and riparian zone.
The boardwalk supports the environmental science curricula by
providing quick and safe access to the experimental forest behind
it. Through its design there are gathering areas where instructors
can lead seminars on plant ecology while students can take notes
and sit comfortably so that they can focus on learning. Several
stream crossings allow easier access to the experimental forest
and also allow for students to measure stream depth, volume and
velocity in periods of high flow. These fixed reference points can
also be linked to computer weather programs for generating climate data, infrared cameras to track nocturnal animal movements
and can provide a datum for reference photos documenting the
maturation of the stream process. Data gathering at the school
not only benefits the High School science program, but it furthers
the field of restoration through an enhanced understanding of
the processes and actions effecting streams and riparian buffer
ecology. Documenting the successes of water quality improvement projects like this one can inspire downstream action in both
the Town of Amherst and on the UMass campus.

application

Boardwalk near emergent wetland; wet, wetter, wettest
image: Todd Lynch
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The circulation system connects the high school building to its
landscape. It recognizes use patterns and finds appropriate ways
to link program activities – as with the widening of the path between the locker room and the track and athletic fields. Students
and community members can access portions of the experimental
forest that were previously difficult to reach because of wet conditions or uneven surfaces. Materials that allow for better water
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infiltration on roads and sidewalks help with base flow for Tan
brook, groundwater recharge and demonstrate the school’s commitment to environmental stewardship and education.
Vegetation System - figure 17
The proposed vegetation strategy eliminates invasive plant species and uses native vegetation and plant communities to provide
visual references to place and provides connections to the broader
ecological context of the site. Using the Watershed gradient
model as inspiration, plant community typologies of red maple
swamp, emergent wetland and flood plain help to illustrate on a
micro scale – the experience of traveling through the Tan Brook
Watershed and define eco-region according to plant communities.
This watershed gradient model is on the western side of the high
school facing the athletic fields, and in the stream restoration
area. While in a typical urban landscape, clues of soil composition
and place within a watershed have become obscured through
exotic cultivars and elaborate irrigation systems, the design intention for the high school and through out the Tan Brook watershed
are to link place with plant community. In the case of the high
school the focus plant typologies are intentionally placed in close
proximity to facilitate learning. Listings of plants in the red maple
swamp, the emergent wetland and flood plain plant communities
are in the appendix.

Birches Gathering Area
image: Todd Lynch

application

The three significant Cottonwood trees shown on the existing
vegetation assessment map have been retained (shown with an
asterix on the vegetation plan diagram) as have many of the trees
where possible. The map titled stream areas of disturbance shows
the extent of the disturbance to existing vegetation created by
the stream restoration. The largest areas of disturbance would be
in those places in the middle of the reach, where the emergent
vegetated wetland would be located. The upper portion of the
channel that would contain the wettest flows could be situated
in zones where existing trees are to make the restoration as successful as possible. Trees in this portion of the channel would help
to slow high flows of water. The stream restoration will create
short term disturbance, as some of the existing red maples will be
removed with the creation of the emergent wet meadow and the
stream channel. While those trees have habitat and stream bank
stabilization value, there are stream restoration techniques like
bioengineering, and coir rolls that can mitigate erosion and subsequent sedimentation of downstream reached while fostering the
establishment of new vegetation. The lower reach of the restored
Tan Brook would have the least amount of channel disturbance as
well as more trees planted to help slow water volumes and trap
sediment. Removal of aggressive plant species like buckthorn,
Multiflora rose, and oriental bittersweet is essential to the success
of the restoration. Their eradication and replacement with native
plant species ensures plant diversity, support for native fauna and

figure 17
Vegetation Systems - High School
for larger image see inserted pull-out
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contextual placement within the larger eco-region.
The plantings around the high school and in particular the
western side of the high school facing the athletic fields reflect
the watershed gradient conceptual model and provide a micro
experience of the Tan brook watershed plant communities as the
plant communities in the stream restoration area did. While
these plant communities help to provide contextual learning
to students and community members, they also help to reduce
stormwater volumes through interception, uptake and transpiration. Trees like the Grey Birch, Tamarack, Red Maple and Sycamore
help to shade the building in the summer time and can potentially lower air conditioning costs. These native plantings also add
habitat value and show community members and students that
rain gardens, native plantings and water harvesting are all things
that they can use in their own landscapes.
Conclusion
The High School is a resilient ecosystem that sustains ecological,
economic and social systems and serves as a model for other communities. It reveals its systematic process to educate and inspire
study and emulation by students and those seeking creative
solutions to onsite stormwater management techniques. The site
is a metaphor for the Tan Brook watershed. Its challenges reflect
those in its larger context. Currently, its systems are impaired by
an abundance of impervious surfaces, a channelized and culverted
stream and lack of definition of spaces outside of the building.
It has great potential to be a pilot site for the revitalization of
the watershed. Its proximity to the elementary, and junior high
schools as well as Amherst College and UMass make it an ideal
place to implement and research strategies like stream restoration, water harvesting, and use of bioswales and rain gardens.
This master plan creates a resilient ecosystem that can handle
fluxes in people, nutrients and weather. It restores some of the
dynamic function of water storage using a combination of man
and nature inspired design. Importantly, it is a resource for the
community to learn from, be inspired by and to enjoy. Perhaps
it may even inspire other communities looking to improve their
watersheds.

Section/Elevation of Tamarack Walk
image: Todd Lynch
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Methods for handling stormwater have evolved from end of pipe
methods that while they achieved their design intent to move
water away from areas where it could harm property, created
ecological problems throughout the re-engineered watershed.
Within the landscape architecture community there is a deepening of understanding of ecological processes and systems, inspired
by global awareness of the importance of ecosystem function and
refinement of the sustainability definition to include resilience
and non equilibrium theory. Watershed scale planning helps to
define overall problems with water quality, and gives a framework
for restoration/cleanup actions to ensure that fixes in individual
parts of a reach or basin do not negatively affect others downstream. LID and BMPs can work together at the site level to emulate pre-development hydrologic systems process of infiltration,
storage and interception. These systems while working in concert
together can improve water quality, but it is unrealistic to expect
a pre-development profile of water quality and habitat function.
As outlined by Palmer (2005), improved function is the goal and
not complete restoration.
Success of any watershed improvement depends on people from
all parts of the community taking ownership of the watershed
and working to protect it. Town officials can help to mandate
policies to enforce phase two of the Clean Water Act, educators
can teach ecological process, and community organizations and
watershed councils can hold bio-blitzes and stream clean ups to
engage the community within the watershed.
Projects like the Nine Mile Run charette, the Sidwell Friends
Middle School and METRO Portland illustrate the creative and
integrated systems dynamic possibilities for managing water
systems. Those projects engage theory, watershed planning and
site specific actions that work as a system to emulate hydrological process in a way that promotes ecosystem function, improves
water quality and benefits the people around it through clean
water, understanding of systems and the creation of a beautiful
landscape.

conclusion

This project integrates lessons learned from research sources
and the precedent studies and provides the town of Amherst
and other towns like it with a vision for what a healthy, resilient watershed might be like, and a series of recommendations
prioritized by year to arrive at that vision. The site specific design
at Amherst Regional High School integrates components of those
recommendations into a landscape that demonstrates the beauty
and effectiveness of rain gardens and the benefits of stream
daylighting and restoration while supporting the curricula of the
environmental studies section of the science department.
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| APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: Hydrology Calculation Methodology
1. Delineate the watershed and determine its area.
2. On the USGS website from the water resources section,
choose three stream gage stations that are the closest in
proximity to the watershed. The assumption is that the
watershed site will have similar climate and precipitation
patterns as the stream gages.
3. Once the three stream gage stations have been chosen, pick
a water year (from October 1 – September 30) and download
the discharge amounts from the daily stream data section as
tab –
separated data.
4. Using Microsoft Excel, import the tab separated data file for
each of the three chosen USGS streams.
5. Convert the area of each watershed from square miles to
square feet.
6. Divide the product of 86,400 (seconds per day) and 12
(inches per foot) by the square foot area of the watershed
– and this will produce the conversion factor needed from
cubic feet per second to inches per second.
7.

Multiply the data from USGS by the conversion factor to
convert from cubic feet per second to inches per day.

8. Create a line graph like the one to the left using the graph
function of Excel to show the daily discharge in inches per
day for the water yield during that year.

Water Year for Seven Mile River, South River and West
Branch of the Swift River
Data source: USGS

10. Download the entire daily discharge rates for the designated
stream and using the conversion factor for the stream,
convert the data from cubic feet per second to inches per
second.
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9. Evaluate the graph to see which stream has the most consistent hydrographs. In this case, the graph shows the seven
mile river water yield – as seen in blue having the most
consistent hydrograph of the rivers chosen. The peaks in each
water yield represent storm events, but what is strange is
that both the South and Swift River have larger watersheds
than the Seven Mile does, and one would expect that the size
of the watershed would mitigate the intensity of the peak,
but their peaks are more dramatic than the Seven Mile’s.
Because of that discordance, the longest record of stream
records and the proximity in size to the Tan brook watershed,
the Seven Mile River is the best watershed to use for determining annual water yield.
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11. For each year’s yield add the totals of discharge for the water
year (from October 1 – September 30).
12. Graph those totals, as in the graph to the right, which shows
the trend in water yield for the Seven mile river. The graph
shows the annual water yield of the Seven Mile River at
Spencer, MA
13. Calculate the mean, median and standard deviation for the
water yield using Excel. With this example, the light blue
dashed line (21.2”) is the average for the 46 year period of
record. The blue dashed line is 1 standard deviation (6.4”);
the red dashed line is two standard deviations. The solid light
blue line is the median flow (23.9”). These flows represent
conditions on which to base design discharges of maximum
daily flow for the wettest and median years and the minimum daily flow for the driest year.

Annual Water Yield for Seven Mile River
Data source: USGS

The graph of annual water yield shows that 2001 and 1964
were the driest years, 2004 is the median year, and 2005
is the wettest year. Use the uncoverted data downloaded
from the USGS website (in cfs). During the growing season,
in September and August of 2001 and 1964, there were
negligible flows, but June yielded flows of about 6 cubic feet
per second. Choosing that as the low flow design discharge
value ensures that the growing season flow channel will not
silt up immediately or be impossible to build. For the average
water year of 2004, 157 cfs is the greatest volume of water
discharge, and that is the average design discharge value. The
average channel will accommodate most storms. During the
wettest year, 2005, 290 cfs is the greatest amount of water
discharge. The greatest amount of water discharge in the
recorded history of the watershed is 470 cfs, but most major
storm events produce between 240 and 290 cfs. Understanding the design discharge rates will enable the calculation
of three channels as shown in the diagram stacked on each
other to comprise the stream channel.
14. The flow numbers discussed above represent per unit area of
flow for the representative watershed. To find out the flow
volumes for the study watershed, use the following process: flow/unit area of representative watershed (with this
example it is 157 inches per second/8.81 mi2 x .681531 mi2
(the area of the study area). Use the same process to scale for
the low and high flows.
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15. Manning’s equation will then help to determine the cross
sectional areas to accommodate the maximum daily flows of
the wettest and average years as well as the minimum daily
flow of the driest years.
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Q=1.486/n x R2/3 xS1/2
Q = Flow
N = Roughness coefficient
R = cross sectional area(ft2)/wetted perimeter (ft)
S = slope

Possible Channel Configurations
image: Todd Lynch

16. According to the channel shape, a parabola, trapezoid or
rectangle, determining the R values will change. A trapezoid
was used for channel dimensions for this project. (See the
appendix for determining the area of a trapezoid, the wetted
perimeter and the top width.) The roughness coefficient is
also variable. These can range from smooth to very rough.
(See the appendix for roughness coefficients.)
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17. To compute the dimensions of the channel, for example, with
a rectangle, try different numbers for base and height to
determine the R value and then run those numbers through
Manning’s equation to see how close the calculation is with
the designated design discharge rate. Flow values that are
slightly greater than the designated design discharge rate are
appropriate.
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APPENDIX b:  A Brook In The City
The farmhouse lingers, though averse to square
With the new city street it has to wear
A number in. But what about the brook
That held the house as in an elbow-crook?
I ask as one who knew the brook, its strength
And impulse, having dipped a finger length
And made it leap my knuckle, having tossed
A flower to try its currents where they crossed.
The meadow grass could be cemented down
From growing under pavements of a town;
The apple trees be sent to hearth-stone flame.
Is water wood to serve a brook the same?
How else dispose of an immortal force
No longer needed? Staunch it at its source
With cinder loads dumped down? The brook was thrown
Deep in a sewer dungeon under stone
In fetid darkness still to live and run -And all for nothing it had ever done
Except forget to go in fear perhaps.
No one would know except for ancient maps
That such a brook ran water. But I wonder
If from its being kept forever under,
The thoughts may not have risen that so keep
This new-built city from both work and sleep.
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Appendix C: Watershed Gradient

Watershed Gradient
Upper Reach

Red maple swamp
Steep slopes
Large acre residential
lots
Moderate Impervious
surface
Spotted salamanders
High Ecosystem function

Middle Reach

Emergent wetlands
Moderate slopes
Denser development
Prevalence of expansive parking
lots & impervious surfaces
Culverted streams
Great blue heron
Moderate Ecosystem function

Flood plain
Minimal slope
Densest development
Prevalence of Impervious surfaces
Culverted & Channelized rivers
Low Ecosystem function
River otter
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Appendix D: Matrix of
Tan Brook Watershed ARea Actions & Objectives
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